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The relation-algebraic approach to graph transformation has previously been formalised in
the context of complete distributive allegories. Careful analysis reveals that the zero laws
postulated for distributive allegories were never used, and that completeness was most
importantly used for the difunctional closures necessary for a relation-algebraic character-
isation of pushouts.
We therefore define collagories essentially as “distributive allegories without zero mor-
phisms”, and also define a variant of Kleene star to produce difunctional closures where
necessary.
Typical collagories relevant for generalised graph structure transformation can be ob-
tained from basic collagories like that of sets and relations via nestable constructions of col-
lagories of semi-unary algebras, which allow natural representations in particular of graph
structures, also with fixed label sets, or with type graphs.
Since collagories are intended as foundation for generalised graph structure transforma-
tion in the algebraic tradition, we concentrate particularly on co-tabulations, the core of the
relation-algebraicgluingconcept.Weclarify theprecise relationshipbetweenco-tabulations
and pushouts, and investigate the special case of direct sums, which is particularly affected
by the absence of zero laws.
Finally, we consider Van Kampen squares, the central ingredient of the definition of ad-
hesive categories that has recently become popular as foundation for algebraic graph trans-
formation, and obtain an interesting characterisation of Van Kampen squares in collagories.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
One of the hallmarks of the relation-algebraic approach to graph transformation [9,10,16] is that it allows an abstract
characterisation of the gluing condition for the double pushout approach. Nevertheless, the categorical approach to graph
transformation has continued to use the node-and-edge-based formulation of the gluing condition even in the handbook
chapter by Corradini et al. [3]. Recently, the literature of the categorical approach, starting essentially with [6] has adopted
the “adhesive categories” of [18], where however the details of the gluing condition are completely sidestepped.
Although the toposes of graph structures that give rise to the relational categories used in the relational approach are
examples of adhesive categories, the latter also include, for example, categories of pointed sets, which do not give rise to
distributive allegories due to the failure of the zero law.
We introduce collagories essentially by dropping the zero law (and the necessary existence of least morphisms) from
distributiveallegories (Section2.2).Difunctionalmorphismswill playacentral rôle inSections3and4;weobtaindifunctional
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closures via a weaker relative of the Kleene star (Section 2.3). The following is a rough overview of where the different
collagories fit in between the established theories of categories, allegories, distributive allegories, and Kleene categories
(typed Kleene algebras):
In Section 2.5, we construct collagories where the objects are -algebras for signatures containing only unary function
symbols and constant symbols, and the morphisms are “relational -algebra homomorphisms”. Since constant symbols
enable, for example, modelling pointed sets, we obtain collagories that do not correspond to toposes. (Unary algebras can
be directly considered as Set-valued functors, and therefore give rise to toposes.) We do not restrict this construction to
start from the collagory Rel of sets and relations, but allow an arbitrary base collagory to supply its objects as carriers of the
algebras, its morphisms as components of homomorphisms, and its mappings as interpretations of function symbols. This
generalisation allows us to construct “nested algebras”, and thus enriches this simple algebra constructionwith considerable
expressiveness.
Tabulations and co-tabulations, the concepts that take over the rôles of pullbacks and pushouts in graph structure trans-
formation, and the distinguishing ingredients of tabular allegories and bitabular collagories, are the topic of Section 3, which
includes the proof that co-tabulations are exactly equivalent to bicolimits of difunctional morphisms, and that furthermore
co-tabulations of spans of mappings are equivalent to bipushouts. This result is a kind of coherence property; a different
kind of coherence property is the fact, shown in Section 4, that mappings in bitabular collagories form an adhesive category;
we also produce some novel characterisations of Van Kampen squares in this setting.
Finally, in Section 5, we first show that the construction of collagories of semi-unary algebras from Section 2.5 preserves
bitabularity of the base category. Then we add an additional collagory construction mechanism by considering reducts
induced by signature embeddings, and the collagories arising from restrictions on these reducts.
The following is a dependency graph among the main parts of this paper:
The central definitions of Sections 2.2, 3.2, and 3.3, most results of Section 5, andweaker versions of the results in Section 4.2
have been published as [11], and in a longer version as the report [12].
A summary of the results of Sections 3.4–3.7 together with newer results from Section 4 appeared in [14], with the
corresponding proofs in the report [15], superseding [12].
The current paper concentrates on foundational aspects of the theory of collagories; concrete applications to graph
structure transformation will involve recasting much of the material from [9] in the collagory setting, which has been
started in [13].
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2. Basic definitions and properties
After the basic category, allegory, and collagory definitions in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, we present a direct characterisation of
difunctional closure similar to Kleene star, but without using the latter (Section 2.3).
In collagories, least morphisms need not exist; if they do exist, they satisfy only a subset of the properties that zero
morphisms satisfy in distributive allegories; we collect a few of these properties in Section 2.4.
While Rel provides the standardmodel for collagories, with sets as objects, relations asmorphisms, and standard relation-
algebraic operations, Rel also has much additional structure. Since the motivation for the introduction of collagories is to
provide a framework for generalised graph structure transformation, we present, in here Section 2.5 and later in Section 5,
systematic ways to construct collagories relevant for this purpose. Graph structures can be modelled as algebras with only
unary operations; by omitting the zero lawweenabled the generalisation to also permitting constant symbols— the resulting
construction of collagories of semi-unary algebras is shown in Section 2.5.
2.1. Categories, allegories
This sectionmostly serves to fix notation and terminology for standard concepts, see [7,10,20]. Like Freyd and Scedrov and an
increasing number of categorists, we denote composition in “diagram order” not only in relation-algebraic contexts, where
this is customary, but also in the context of categories.Wewill always use the infix operator “.,” tomake composition explicit:
R ., S = A RB S C.
Definition 2.1.1. A category C is a tuple (ObjC,MorC, src, trg, I,
.,)where
• ObjC is a collection of objects.• MorC is a collection of arrows or morphisms.• src (resp. trg) maps each morphism to its source (resp. target) object.
Instead of src(f ) = A ∧ trg(f ) = B we write f : A → B.
The collection of all morphisms f with f : A → B is denoted asMorC[A, B] and also called a homset.• “.,” is the binary composition operator, and composition of two morphisms f : A → B and g : B′ → C is defined iff
B = B′, and then (f ., g) : A → C; composition is associative.
• I associates with every object A a morphism IA which is both a right and left unit for composition. 
Definition 2.1.2. An ordered category is a category C such that
• for each two objects A and B, the relation A,B is a partial order on MorC[A, B] (the indices will usually be omitted),
and
• composition is monotonic with respect to  in both arguments. 
Definition 2.1.3. An upper-semilattice category is an ordered category where
• each homset is an upper semilattice with binary join unionsq,
• composition distributes over binary joins from both sides. 
For homsets that have least or greatest elements, we introduce corresponding notation:
Definition 2.1.4. In an ordered category, for each two objects A and B we introduce the following notions:
• If the homsetMorC[A, B] contains a greatest element, this is denoted A,B .• If the homsetMorC[A, B] contains a least element, this is denoted ⊥A,B . 
For these extremal morphisms and for identities we frequently omit indices where these can be induced from the context.
Definition 2.1.5. An ordered category with converse, or OCC, is an ordered category such that
• each morphism R : A → B has a converse R : B → A,
• the involution equations hold for all R : A → B and S : B → C:
(R

)
 = R IA = IA (R ., S) = S ., R
• conversion is monotonic with respect to . 
Many standard properties of relations can be characterised in the context of OCCs [10]:
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Definition 2.1.6. A morphism R : A → B in an OCC is called:
• univalent iff R ., R  IB ,
• total iff IA  R ., R,
• injective iff R ., R  IA,
• surjective iff IB  R ., R,• amapping iff it is univalent and total,
• bijective iff it is injective and surjective. 
For an OCC C, we writeMap C for the sub-category of C that contains only the mappings as arrows.
The following definition, based on allegories by Freyd and Scedrov, is already applicable in OCCs.
Definition 2.1.7 [7, 2.15]. An object U in an OCC is a partial unit if IU = U,U . The object U is a unit if, further, every object
is the source of a total morphism targeted at U . An OCC is said to be unitary if it has a unit. 
We use the symbol “1l” for an arbitrary but fixed unit object.
Difunctionality plays an important rôle in our theories; a concrete relation, understood as aBooleanmatrix, is difunctional
iff it can be rearranged into “loose block-diagonal form”, with full rectangular blocks such that there is no overlap between
different blocks in either direction. The name “difunctional” derives from the fact that a concrete relation is difunctional iff
it is equal to R ., S

for two functions (i.e., univalent relations) R and S, see [20, 4.4]. This characterisation carries over to more
general OCCs, where “if” is Lemma 2.1.9 below, and “only if” follows from the definition for co-tabular collagories (Definition
3.3.9), which include all collagories of semi-unary algebras constructed in Section 5, see Theorem 5.3.6.
Definition 2.1.8. A morphism R : A → B in an OCC is called
• difunctional iff R ., R ., R  R,
• co-difunctional iff R ., R ., R 	 R. 
Univalent morphisms and injective morphisms are a fortiori difunctional.
Lemma 2.1.9. If B RD Sﬀ C is a co-span of univalent morphisms in an OCC, then R ., S is difunctional.
Proof. Using univalence: (R ., S

) ., (R ., S

)
 ., (R ., S) = R ., S ., S ., R ., R ., S  R ., S. 
For endomorphisms, there are a few additional properties of interest:
Definition 2.1.10. A morphism R : A → A in an OCC is called:
• reflexive iff I  R,
• transitive iff R ., R  R,
• idempotent iff R ., R = R,
• co-reflexive or a sub-identity iff R  IA,
• symmetric iff R  R,
• an equivalence iff it is symmetric, reflexive and transitive. 
Lemma 2.1.11. In an OCC:
1. if R : A→ A is reflexive and difunctional, then R is also symmetric.
2. if R : A→ A is transitive and symmetric, then R is also difunctional.
3. if R : A→ A is reflexive and transitive, then R is difunctional iff it is symmetric.
Proof.
1. R
 = I ., R ., I  R ., R ., R  R
2. R ., R
 ., R  R ., R ., R  R
3. follows from the previous items. 
Lemma 2.1.12. If R and S are equivalences on A that commute, that is, where R ., S = S ., R holds, then R ., S is an equivalence
again.
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Proof. Reflexivity and symmetry are obvious; for transitivity we use commutation twice:
R.,S .,R.,S = R.,S .,S .,R = R.,S .,R = R.,R.,S = R.,S 
In their definition of allegories, [7, 2.11] add meet and converse to categories and derive the homset ordering from the
meet operation. We structure our hierarchy of theories differently, and define allegories on top of ordered categories — the
composition operator has higher precedence than all other binary operators.
Definition 2.1.13. An allegory is an OCC such that
• each homset is a lower semilattice with binary meet 
.
• for all Q : A → B, R : B → C, and S : A → C, themodal rule holds:
Q ., R 
 S  (Q 
 S ., R) ., R. 
The most well-known allegory is the category Rel of sets with relations and standard relational operations. Logical theories
give rise to allegories of derived predicates [7, App. B]. A simpler case of that are the allegories arising from-algebras (over
some signature) as objects, andwith “relational-homomorphisms”, i.e., bisimulations in the sense of [10], asmorphisms,
see Section 2.5.
In allegories, all morphisms are co-difunctional, due to the modal rule:
R = I ., R 
 R  (I 
 R ., R) ., R  R ., R ., R
Therefore, an allegory morphism R is difunctional iff R ., R
 ., R = R.
In ordered categories, domain and range operators can be axiomatised [5,10], but need not exist; in allegories, they can
be defined directly:
Definition 2.1.14. For every morphism R : A→ B in an allegory, we define dom R : A→ A and ran R : B → B as:
dom R := IA 
 R ., R ran R := IB 
 R ., R 
Lemma 2.1.15. If B Pﬀ A Q C is a span in an allegory and P ., Q is difunctional, then P ., P ., Q ., Q is idempotent.
If P and Q are moreover total, then P ., P
 ., Q ., Q is an equivalence.
Proof. The first claim is immediate: P ., P
 ., Q ., Q ., P ., P ., Q ., Q = P ., P ., Q ., Q.
For the second claim, reflexivity is obvious from totality, and transitivity, together with totality, also implies symmetry:
Q .,Q
.,P .,P
 = IA .,Q .,Q.,P .,P.,IA  P .,P.,Q .,Q.,P .,P.,Q .,Q  P .,P.,Q .,Q 
If, in the second case, P ., P

and Q ., Q

are themselves equivalences, then P ., P
 ., Q ., Q is therefore their least upper bound
among the equivalences on A.
Lemma 2.1.16. The meet of two difunctional morphisms is difunctional again.
Proof. Assume that R, S : A ↔ B are difunctional. Then:
(R 
 S) ., (R 
 S) ., (R 
 S)  R ., R ., R 
 S ., S ., S  R 
 S 
2.2. Collagories
κóλλα: glue
Binary joins are essential for relation-algebraic characterisation (Section 3.3) of the “gluing” aspects of graph transformation,
for which pushouts are the central concept in the category-based approaches. In Freyd and Scedrov’s hierarchy of allegories,
binary joins are added in distributive allegories, and although allegories are not required to have zero-arymeets, distributive
allegories are required to have zero-ary joins (least elements) together with distributivity of composition over them, that is,
the zero law ⊥ ., R = ⊥ . Since this zero law excludes some desirable models (see Section 2.5), we define an intermediate
concept that does not assume anything about zero-ary joins:
Definition 2.2.1. A collagory is an allegory that is also an upper-semilattice category such that binary meet and join turn
each homset into a distributive lattice. 
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Requiring least morphisms satisfying zero laws turns collagories into distributive allegories, which still heave a much
weaker theory than relations in a topos, so graph structures (unary algebras) with relational graph homomorphism in
particular also form collagories. In Sections 2.5–5.3, we will show how to construct collagories of generalised algebras over
signatures with only unary function symbols and constant symbols.
2.3. Difunctional closures via “Box Star”
We shall need difunctional closures, which can be obtained using Kleene star, if that is available. However, since this would
be our only application of Kleene star, we will give a direct characterisation instead.
First we show, for reference, a variant of the Kleene star axioms of [17]:
Definition 2.3.1. For a morphism R : A → B in a collagory, we define R∗ to be the morphism (if such a morphism exists)
R∗ : A → B satisfying, for all Q : B → A and S : A → C, the following laws:
R∗ = IA unionsq R unionsq R∗ ., R∗ recursive star definition
Q ., R  Q ⇒ Q ., R∗  Q right induction
R ., S  S ⇒ R∗ ., S  S left induction
A Kleene collagory is a collagory where R∗ always exists. 
It follows from this definition that R∗ is the reflexive-transitive closure of R, but Definition 2.3.1 is stronger than just
defining R∗ to be the reflexive-transitive closure of R. This means that a collagory could have reflexive-transitive closures
that do not satisfy the laws of Definition 2.3.1. Since only these laws allow to derive essential properties of R∗ in its interaction
with other homsets, they are essential for abstract reasoning about “iteration”.
The situation for difunctional closures is similar, so we use an appropriately adapted version of Kozen’s Kleene star
axioms:
Definition 2.3.2. For a morphism R : A → B in a collagory, we define R ∗ to be the morphism (if such a morphism exists)
R ∗ : A → B satisfying, for all Q : C → A, and Q ′ : C → B, and S : B → C, and S′ : A → C, the following laws:
R ∗ = R unionsq R ∗ ., (R ∗) ., R ∗ recursive definition,
Q ., R  Q ′ ∧ Q ′ ., R ., R  Q ′ ⇒ Q ., R ∗  Q ′ right induction,
R ., S  S′ ∧ R ., R ., S′  S′ ⇒ R ∗ ., S  S′ left induction.
We further define R∗ : A → A and R ∗ : B → B as:
R∗ := Iunionsq R ∗ ., (R ∗) and R ∗ := Iunionsq (R ∗) ., R ∗. 
Proposition 2.3.3. For a morphism R in a collagory, if R ∗ exists, it is the difunctional closure of R.
Proof. Containment R  R ∗ and difunctionality R ∗ ., (R ∗) ., R ∗  R ∗ follow directly from the recursive definition.
For minimality, assume that C is difunctional with R  C. Then we have I ., R  C and C ., R ., R  C ., C ., C  C and
therefore, with the right induction rule, R ∗ = I ., R ∗  C. 
This also implies that R ∗ is uniquely determined by the conditions in Definition 2.3.2.
Lemma 2.3.4. For a morphism R : A → B in a collagory where R ∗ exists, we have:
1. (R ∗) = (R) ∗,
2. R ∗ ., (R ∗) = R ∗ ., R.
Proof.
1. Is obvious from the symmetry of the definition.
2. “	” follows immediately from the recursive definition of R ∗. For “”,
R ∗ ., (R) ∗  R ∗ ., R
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follows via right induction for (R

) ∗ from
• R ∗ ., R  R ∗ ., R, which holds trivially, and
• R ∗ ., R ., R ., R  R ∗ ., R, which follows from the recursive definition of R ∗ 
In want of a better name, we let “difunctionally closed collagory” have a meaning that is stronger than its literal meaning
would be:
Definition 2.3.5. Acollagory is calleddifunctionally closed iff for everymorphismR, themorphismR ∗ as defined inDefinition
2.3.2 exists. 
All difunctional closures can be obtained via a Kleene star:
Lemma 2.3.6. In a collagory, if (R ., R

)∗ exists, then R ∗ exists, too, and R ∗ = (R ., R)∗ ., R.
Proof. Recursive definition:
R unionsq R ∗ ., (R ∗) ., R ∗ = R unionsq (R ., R)∗ ., R ., R ., (R ., R)∗ ., (R ., R)∗ ., R
= R unionsq (R ., R)∗ ., R ., R ., R
= I ., R unionsq (R ., R)+ ., R
= (R ., R)∗ ., R
= R ∗
For left induction, assume Q ., R  Q ′ and Q ′ ., R ., R  Q ′. Then left induction of Kleene star gives us
Q ′ ., (R ., R)∗  Q ′,
and with this we obtain the conclusion of left induction for R ∗:
Q ., R ∗ = Q ., R ., (R ., R)∗  Q ′ ., (R ., R)∗  Q ′
Right induction can be shown analogously. 
Corollary 2.3.7. Each Kleene collagory is difunctionally closed. 
On the other hand, only certain Kleene stars can be obtained via _ ∗; in particular the following:
Lemma 2.3.8. For a morphism R : A→B in a collagory, if R ∗ exists, then (R ., R)∗ exists, too, and (R ., R)∗ = IA unionsq R ∗ ., (R ∗).
Proof. We show that IA unionsq R ∗ ., (R ∗) satisfies the Kleene star conditions (Definition 2.3.1) for (R ., R)∗.
Recursive star definition:
IA unionsq (IA unionsq R ∗ ., (R ∗)) unionsq (IA unionsq R ∗ ., (R ∗)) ., (IA unionsq R ∗ ., (R ∗))
= IA unionsq R ∗ ., (R ∗) unionsq R ∗ ., (R ∗) ., R ∗ ., (R ∗) join distr.; def. I
= IA unionsq R ∗ ., R unionsq R ∗ ., (R ∗) ., R ∗ ., (R ∗) Lemma 2.3.4
= IA unionsq R ∗ ., (R unionsq (R ∗) ., R ∗ ., (R ∗)) join distr.
= IA unionsq R ∗ ., (R ∗) recursive def. of R ∗
Left induction: Assume R ., R
 ., S  S. Using this for both premises of left induction for R ∗, we obtain:
R ∗ ., R ., S  S.
This allows to conclude (with Lemma 2.3.4):
(IA unionsq R ∗ ., (R ∗)) ., S = (IA unionsq R ∗ ., R) ., S = S
Right induction is shown analogously. 
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2.4. Least morphisms in collagories
We collect now a few properties of least morphisms that hold independent of the zero laws.
Lemma 2.4.1. In an ordered category, if the least morphisms ⊥A,A and ⊥A,B exist, then
⊥A,A ., ⊥A,B = ⊥A,B
Proof. ⊥A,A ., ⊥A,B  IA,A ., ⊥A,B = ⊥A,B 
Lemma 2.4.2. In an OCC, if the least morphism ⊥A,B exists, then ⊥B,A exists, too, and
⊥B,A = ⊥A,B
Proof. For any R : B → Awe have:
R  ⊥A,B ⇔ R  ⊥A,B Isotony of converse
⇔ R = ⊥A,B ⊥A,B is least morphism
⇔ R = ⊥A,B R = R 
Lemma 2.4.3. In an OCC, if the least morphism ⊥A,B exists, and F : B → C is univalent, then ⊥A,C exists, too, and
⊥A,B ., F = ⊥A,C
Proof. For any R : A → C we have⊥A,B  R ., F, and therefore⊥A,B ., F  R ., F ., F  R using univalence of F , so⊥A,B ., F
is a least morphism. 
Lemma 2.4.4. In an OCC, if the least morphism ⊥A,B exists, and F : A→ B is univalent, then ⊥A,B is univalent, too.
Proof. ⊥A,B ., ⊥A,B  F ., F  IB 
2.5. Collagories of semi-unary algebras and bisimulations
In [9,10], relational homomorphisms betweenunary algebras have been shown to formadistributive allegory. In this section,
we generalise this result to collagories by allowing constant symbols and in turn dropping the zero law requirement.
Most of the mathematical content of this section has been presented and proven in more detail in [9,10], but the refor-
mulation using the sort-indexed product category CS and the forgetful functor U is new.
The resulting construction of collagories of semi-unary algebras in particular encompasses all conventional categories of
graph structures.
Definition 2.5.1. A signature is a tuple (S,F, src, trg) consisting of
• a set S of sorts,
• a set F of function symbols,
• a mapping src : F → S∗ associating with every function symbol the list of its source sorts, and
• a mapping trg : F → S associating with every function symbol its target sort.
Such a signature is called semi-unary if length(src(f )) ≤ 1 for each f : F , and unary if length(src(f )) = 1 for each
f : F . 
For a function symbol f : F , we usually employ the shorthand “f : s1 × · · · × sn → t” instead of the rather verbose
“src(f ) = 〈s1, . . . , sn〉 and trg(f ) = t”. For a zero-ary function symbol, also called constant symbol, we write “f : 1l → t”.
The following example signatures will be used for discussion and results in Sections 5.2 and 5.3:
sigGraph := 〈 sorts: V,E
ops: Ds,Dt : E → V
〉
sigPointedSet := 〈 sorts: S
ops: Dpoint : 1l → S
〉
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sigPoint := 〈 sorts: P
ops:
〉
sigPointed := 〈 sorts: P,O
ops: Dp : P → O
〉
sigType := 〈 sorts: T
ops:
〉
sigTyped := 〈 sorts:O,T
ops: Dt : O → T
〉
sigNELabels := 〈 sorts:NL,EL
ops:
〉
sigLGraph := 〈 sorts:N,E,NL,EL
ops: Ds,Dt : E → N,
Dn : N → NL,
De : E → EL
〉
Definition 2.5.2. For a set S (of sorts) and a category C, we define CS , the S-indexed product category of C, as follows:
• an object A of CS consists of C-objects sA for every s : S;
• a morphism  : A → B of CS is an S-indexed family of C-morphisms  = (s)s:S such that s : sA → sB for every
sort s : S .
• composition .,S and identities IS are defined component-wise;
• if C is an allegory, then inclusion S , meet 
S and converse are defined component-wise;
• if C is a collagory, then join unionsqS is defined component-wise. 
Oneeasily verifies that the resultingS-indexedproduct categories, allegories, andcollagories all satisfy the respectiveaxioms.
In addition, given a morphism = (s)s:S , if for (s) ∗ exists for every sort s : S , then ∗ exists and  ∗ = ((s) ∗)s:S .
When defining -algebras in the presence of binary function symbols, we need several technical conditions on direct
products [9, Def. 3.1.12]; for the current study, we can do without direct products (at the cost of some duplication of formal-
isation for unary and zero-ary function symbols), but we still need OCCs for the characterisation of mappings:
Definition 2.5.3. Given a semi-unary signature = (S,F, src, trg) and an OCC C, which has to have a unit 1l if contains
constant symbols, an abstract -algebra over C consists of the following items:
• an object A of CS ,
• for every function symbol f :F with f : s → t a mapping fA : sA → tA in C.
• for every constant symbol c:F with c : 1l → t a mapping cA : 1l → tA in C. 
It is important to note that, where we use sets as carriers, we have no restriction to non-empty sets — unlike most of the
universal algebra literature.
Since we use this definition to construct an allegory with abstract -algebras as objects, the generality of discussing
abstract -algebras over allegories allows us to stack this construction at no cost at all, with possibly different signatures at
every level, building, for example, graphs where the nodes and edges are hypergraphs and hypergraph morphisms.
The morphisms in allegories of -algebras have to behave “essentially like relations”, and so it is only natural that we
consider a relational generalisation of conventional (functional)-homomorphisms. For arbitrary signatures, this has been
presented in [9]. For unary signatures, one naturally startswith defining L-simulations satisfying

s
., fA  f B .,t according
to [4], and then proceeds to L-simulations for which their converse is an L-simulation, too; these are called “bisimulations”
in [10].
Definition 2.5.4. Let a signature = (S,F, src, trg), an allegory C, and two abstract-algebras A and B over C be given.
A -bisimulation from A to B is a CS-morphism from A to B such that for every function symbol f ∈ F with f : s → t
and every constant symbol c ∈ F with c : 1l → t the following inclusions hold:
s
., f B  fA .,t, and cB  cA .,t . 
In the allegory C, this gives rise to the following sub-commuting diagrams (including one for the n-ary case):
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1l c
A  tA
I1l



t
1l 
cB t
B
sA
fA  tA
s



t
sB 
f B t
B
sA1 × · · · × sAn g
A
 tA
s1 × · · · × sn



t
sB1 × · · · × sBn gB tB
Using-algebras over C as objects and-bisimulations as morphisms defines a category C with an obvious “underlying”
functor U : C → CS .
This “forgetful” functor U is faithful. If C is an allegory, then U reflects inclusion, meets and converse in the sense that
these can be defined for C via their U images. Therefore, C is an allegory, too [9, Theorem 3.2.6].
We may observe a few simple facts:
• If C contains an initial object ∅, and  contains no constants, then we obtain an initial object O in C by choosing
sO = ∅ for each sort s and fO = I∅ for each function symbol f .• If C contains a unit 1l, then we obtain a unit 1l in C by choosing s1l = 1l for each sort s and f 1l = I1l for each function
symbol f .
Conventional -algebra homomorphisms are just mappings in the allegory Rel of concrete -algebras over the allegory
Rel of sets and concrete relations.
If  contains a constant symbol, then even if the allegory C has least morphisms, then least homomorphisms in CS are
not generally in the range of U , and even if C does have least morphisms, the zero law will in general not hold for them,
no matter whether it holds in C.
If contains a function symbol of arity at least 2, then even if C is an upper-semilattice category, then U does not reflect
joins, in the sense thatU() unionsqS U() is not necessarily in the range ofU . Furthermore, even if C has joins, composition
will, in presence of function symbols of arity at least 2, in general not distribute over these joins (since non-empty joins
do not distribute over the product × occurring in the homomorphism condition) so C will not be an upper-semilattice
category.
For semi-unary signatures, however, U does reflect joins:
Lemma 2.5.5. If C is an upper-semilattice category,  is a semi-unary signature, and , : A → B are two -bisimulations,
then  unionsqS  is a -bisimulation, too, and is the join in C of  and  , that is,  unionsq  =  unionsqS  .
Proof. We need to check the bisimulation conditions for unary function symbols f : s → t and for constant symbols
c : 1l → t:
( unionsqS )s ., f B = (s unionsq s) ., f B = s ., f B unionsq s ., f B
 fA ., t unionsq fA ., t = fA ., (t unionsq t) = fA ., ( unionsqS )t
cB  cA ., t unionsq cA ., t = cA ., (t unionsq t) = cA ., ( unionsqS )t
The equation unionsq  =  unionsqS  follows from the reflection of inclusion by U . 
Lemma 2.5.6. If C is an upper-semilattice category,  is a semi-unary signature, and  : A → B is a -bisimulation, then
 ∗ = ((s) ∗)s:S is a -bisimulation, too, and satisfies the laws of Definition 2.3.2.
Proof. We need to check the bisimulation conditions for constant symbols c : 1l → t and for unary function symbols
f : s → t:
cB  cA ., t  cA ., (t) ∗ = cA ., ( ∗)t
( ∗)s ., f B = (s) ∗ ., f B  fA ., (t) ∗ = fA ., ( ∗)t
The inclusion step above for f follows via left induction for (s)
∗ from
• s ., f B  fA ., (t) ∗, which holds because is a bisimulation:
s
., f B  fA ., t  fA ., (t) ∗,
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• ands ., s ., fA ., (t) ∗  fA ., (t) ∗:
s
., 

s
., fA ., (t) ∗  s ., f B ., t ., (t) ∗  bisimulation
 fA ., t ., t ., (t) ∗  bisimulation
 fA ., (t) ∗ recursive definition for (t) ∗
The satisfaction of the laws of Definition 2.3.2 follows from the component-wise definitions of _ ∗, join, and
composition. 
Given the closure of-bisimulations under the converse, meet, and join operations in CS , properties of C-morphisms for
these operations are inherited by-bisimulations because of the component-wise definitions, and we obtain:
Theorem 2.5.7. If is a semi-unary signature and C is a collagory, then C is a collagory, too. Furthermore, if C is difunctionally
closed, then C is difunctionally closed, too. 
3. Tabulations and co-tabulations
After some introductory discussion of squares of mappings (Section 3.1), we first present tabulations and some of their
properties (Section 3.2), and then turn to co-tabulations (Section 3.3).
In Sections 3.4–3.7, we relate the co-tabulation concept with appropriate generalisations of the pushout concept; a more
detailed overview is at the beginning of Section 3.4.
Since direct sums are defined as co-tabulations of least morphisms, and least morphisms in collagories “lack” the zero
laws, we also discuss properties of direct sums in detail (Section 3.8).
3.1. Cross-commutativity
Central to the connection between pullbacks and pushouts in categories of mappings on the one hand and constructions in
relational theories on the other hand is the fact that a square of mappings commutes iff the “relation” induced by the source
span is contained in that induced by the target co-span.
A



P



Q
B C



R



S
D
Lemma 3.1.1. [7, 2.146] Given a square of mappings in an OCC as drawn above, we have P ., R = Q ., S iff P ., Q  R ., S. 
Proof. Freyd and Scedrov formulated this in the allegory context, but their proof needs neither meet nor the modal rule:
If P ., R = Q ., S, then
P
 ., Q  P ., Q ., S ., S S total
= P ., P ., R ., S assumption
 R ., S P univalent
Conversely, if P
 ., Q  R ., S, then:
P ., R  Q ., Q ., P ., R Q total
 Q ., S ., R ., R assumption
 Q ., S R univalent
Since both sides of this inclusion are mappings, it shows the equality P ., R = Q ., S. 
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We introduce a name for the case where the inclusion in Lemma 3.1.1 turns into an equality:
Definition 3.1.2. In an OCC, a square of morphisms as drawn above is said to cross-commute, or to satisfy the property of
cross-commutativity, iff P
 ., Q = R ., S. 
Lemma 3.1.1 provides a first hint that in the relational setting, the identity of the two mappings P and Q does not matter
when looking for a pushout of the spanB Pﬀ A Q C—weonly need to consider the diagonal P .,Q . Dually, when looking
for a pullback of the co-span of mappings B RD Sﬀ C, only R ., S needs to be considered. The gap between the two
ways of calculating the horizontal diagonal can be significant since R ., S

is always difunctional (Lemma 2.1.9).
Producing the result span of a pullback (respectively, the result co-span of a pushout) from the horizontal diagonal alone
is, in some sense, a generalisation of Freyd and Scedrov’s splitting of idempotents; Ref. [10] contains more discussion of this
aspect.
3.2. Tabulations
Definition 3.2.1 [7, 2.14]. In an allegory, let a morphism V : B → C be given. The span B Pﬀ A Q C of mappings P and
Q is called a tabulation of V iff the following equations hold:
P
.,Q = V P .,P
Q .,Q = IA. 
A



P



Q
B V  C
The following equivalent characterisation provided by Kahl [10] has the advantage that it is fully equational, without the
implicit inclusion conditions in the requirement that P and Q are mappings. This frequently facilitates calculations. Notice
that I 
 V ., V = dom V ; we use the expanded form to emphasise the duality with Proposition 3.3.3 below.
Proposition 3.2.2. In an allegory, the span B Pﬀ A Q C is a tabulation of V : B → C if and only if the following equations
hold:
P
 ., Q = V P
 ., P = I 
 V ., V
Q
 ., Q = I 
 V ., V P
., P
 
 Q ., Q = IA. 
Tabulations in an allegory are unique up to isomorphism (this uses the modal rule), and include the following special cases:
• In a tabulation of a sub-identity, both tabulation morphisms are the induced sub-object injection
[7, 2.145].
• We can define a direct product of A and B to be a tabulation A πﬀ P ρB of a A,B , provided that the greatest
morphism A,B exists.
The resulting direct product definition differs from that of [20] in extending naturally to “empty” objects (e.g., empty
sets) by not demanding surjectivity of the projections, but only
π
 ., π = domA,B ρ ., ρ = ranA,B.
• If a co-span B RD Sﬀ C of mappings is given, then each tabulation of R ., S (which need not exist) is a pullback in
MapA [7, 2.147].
For a tabular allegory A, this implies that each pullback inMapA is isomorphic to a tabulation, and therefore is itself a
tabulation. However, if A is not tabular, then a co-span B RD Sﬀ C of mappings for which no tabulation of R ., S
exists may still have a pullback inMapA, which then cannot be a tabulation.
If an allegory is known to have all direct products and subobjects, then these can be used to construct a tabulation for each
morphism.
The following properties are immediate consequences of Proposition 3.2.2:
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Corollary 3.2.3. If B Pﬀ A Q C is a tabulation for V : D → E , then the following hold:
1. P  Q ., V and Q  P ., V .
2. ran P = dom V and ranQ = ran V.
From Lemma 2.1.15, we immediately have:
Lemma 3.2.4. If B Pﬀ A Q C is a tabulation for V : D → E , and V is difunctional, then P ., P ., Q ., Q is an
equivalence. 
Furthermore, we have the following special cases:
Lemma 3.2.5. If B Pﬀ A Q C is a tabulation for V : D → E , then:
• V is univalent iff P ., P  Q ., Q;
• V is univalent iff P is injective;
• V is injective iff Q ., Q  P ., P;
• V is injective iff Q is injective.
Proof. We only show the first two items since the last two follow analogously.
For the first item, we have:
V
 ., V  I ⇔ Q ., P ., P ., Q  I first tabulation equation
⇔ P ., P  Q ., Q Q mapping
The last inclusion implies, with the second tabulation equation, that P is injective:
P ., P
 = P ., P 
 Q ., Q = I
Conversely, if P is injective, then, since Q is univalent, V = P ., Q is univalent, too. 
Lemma 3.2.6. If a co-span B RD Sﬀ C of mappings is given with R injective, and B Pﬀ A Q C is a tabulation for R ., S,
then Q is injective, too.
Proof. R ., S

is injective since R is injective and S is univalent, so, with Lemma 3.2.5, Q is injective, too.
Lemma 3.2.7. If
• B P1ﬀ A Q1 C is a tabulation for V1 : B → C,
• C P2ﬀ E Q2D is a tabulation for V2 : C → D,
• A Pﬀ F Q E is a tabulation for V : D → E with V := Q1 ., P2 , and
• V1 ., V1 
 V2 ., V2  IC ,
then B P
.,P1ﬀ F Q
.,Q2D is a tabulation for V1 ., V2.
F



P



Q
A V  E



P1



Q1 


P2



Q2
B V1  C V2  D
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Proof. Commutativity follows easily from the assumptions:
P

1
., P
 ., Q ., Q2 = P1 ., V ., Q2
= P1 ., Q1 ., P2 ., Q2
= V1 ., V2
In preparation for the second equation, we first see:
P ., P1
., P

1
., P
 
 Q ., Q2 ., Q2 ., Q
 P ., Q1 ., V1 ., V1 ., Q1 ., P 
 Q ., P2 ., V2 ., V2 ., P2 ., Q Corollary 3.2.3
= P ., Q1 ., V1 ., V1 ., Q1 ., P 
 P ., Q1 ., V2 ., V2 ., Q1 ., P P ., Q1 = Q ., P2
= P ., Q1 ., (V1 ., V1 
 V2 ., V2 ) ., Q1 ., P P ., Q1 univalent
 P ., Q1 ., Q1 ., P Assumption
= P ., Q1 ., Q1 ., P 
 Q ., P2 ., P2 ., Q P ., Q1 = Q ., P2
The resulting inclusion is used in the last step to show the second tabulation equation:
IF = P ., P 
 Q ., Q tabulation for V
= P ., (P1 ., P1 
 Q1 ., Q1 ) ., P 
 Q ., (P2 ., P2 
 Q2 ., Q2 ) ., Q tabulations for V1, V2
= P ., P1 ., P1 ., P 
 P ., Q1 ., Q1 ., P 
 Q ., P2 ., P2 ., Q 
 Q ., Q2 ., Q2 ., Q P, Q univalent
= P ., P1 ., P1 ., P 
 Q ., Q2 ., Q2 ., Q above 
The precondition V

1
., V1 
 V2 ., V2  IC here corresponds to the condition pointed out by Bruni and Gadducci [2] for
preservation of composition by the standard conversion of relations to spans of total functions, namely that for all b ∈ B
and d ∈ D there exists at most one c ∈ C for which bV1c and cV2d.
Note that we also have V

1
., V1 
 V2 ., V2 = Q1 ., Q1 
 P2 ., P2:
V

1
., V1 
 V2 ., V2
= V1 ., V1 
 V2 ., V2 
 IC assumption V1 ., V1 
 V2 ., V2  IC
= Q1 ., P1 ., P1 ., Q1 
 P2 ., Q2 ., Q2 ., P2 
 IC tabulation commutativity
= ran (P1 ., Q1) 
 ran (Q2 ., P2) Definition 2.1.14
= ran (ran (P1 ) ., Q1) 
 ran (ran (Q2 ) ., P2) locality of ran
= ranQ1 
 ran P2 P1 and Q2 total
= Q1 ., Q1 
 P2 ., P2 Q1 and P2 univalent
We show the well-known composition property of pullbacks in the tabulation formulation:
Lemma 3.2.8. Let the following commuting diagram of mappings be given:
A f  B g  C
a

Ta
b1 b

Ta
b2 c

D m  E n  F
If E bﬀ B g C is a tabulation for n ., c, then D aﬀ A fB is a tabulation for m ., b iff D aﬀ A f
.,g C is a tabulation
for m ., n ., b

.
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Proof. Assume that E bﬀ B g C is a tabulation for n ., c, that is,
b
 ., g = n ., c and b ., b 
 g ., g = IB. (Tab2)
“⇒”: If also D aﬀ A fB is a tabulation form ., b, that is,
a
 ., f = m ., b and a ., a 
 f ., f = IA, (Tab1)
then cross-commutativity composes easily: a
 ., f ., g = m ., b ., g = m ., n ., c, and we obtain:
a ., a
 
 f ., g ., g ., f
= a ., a 
 a ., m ., m ., a 
 f ., g ., g ., f m total
= a ., a 
 f ., b ., b ., f 
 f ., g ., g ., f (Tab1) with Lemma 3.1.1
= a ., a 
 f ., (b ., b 
 g ., g) ., f f univalent
= a ., a 
 f ., f (Tab2)
= IA (Tab1)
This shows that D aﬀ A f
.,g C is a tabulation form ., n ., b.
“⇐”: Now assume that D aﬀ A f .,g C is a tabulation form ., n ., b:
a
 ., f ., g = m ., b and a ., a 
 f ., g ., g ., f = IA, (Tab)
Then:
a ., a
 
 f ., f = a ., a 
 f ., (b ., b 
 g ., g) ., f (Tab2)
 a ., a 
 f ., g ., g ., f
= IA (Tab)
For cross-commutativity, we need the assumption that the left square commutes:
a
 ., f = a ., f ., (b ., b 
 g ., g) (Tab2)
= a ., (f ., b ., b 
 f ., g ., g) f univalent
= a ., (a ., m ., b 
 f ., g ., g) commutativity
= m ., b 
 a ., f ., g ., g f univalent
= m ., b 
 m ., n ., c ., g (Tab)
= m ., b 
 m ., n ., n ., b (Tab2) with Lemma 3.1.1
= m ., (IB 
 n ., n) ., b m, b univalent
= m ., b n total 
3.3. Co-tabulations
While a tabulation can be seen as a certain kind of decomposition of an arbitrary morphism in an allegory (which are all
co-difunctional) into a span, the dual of a tabulation is then a certain kind of decomposition of a difunctional morphism in
a collagory into a co-span.
In this context, a stronger version of Lemma 3.1.1 is worth keeping in mind:
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Lemma 3.3.1. Given a square of mappings in an OCC as drawn below, and existence of (P
 ., Q) ∗ (see Definition 2.3.2), we have
P ., R = Q ., S iff (P ., Q) ∗  R ., S.
A



P



Q
B C



R 


S
D
Proof. The “if” direction follows immediately from P
 ., Q  (P ., Q) ∗ and the “if” direction of Lemma 3.1.1.
For “only if”, assume P ., R = Q ., S. Then P ., Q  R ., S by Lemma 3.1.1, and
R ., S
 ., Q ., P ., P ., Q = R ., R ., P ., P ., P ., Q commutativity
= R ., R ., P ., Q P unival.
= R ., S ., Q ., Q commutativity
 R ., S Q unival.
By left-induction for difunctional closure we therefore have
(P
 .,Q) ∗  R ., S. 
Although the formal material here is dual to that in Section 3.2, we still spell it out in full detail for reference and better
intuition.
Definition 3.3.2 [10]. In a collagory, let a morphismW : B → C be given. The co-span B RD Sﬀ C of mappings R and
S is called a co-tabulation of W iff the following equations hold:
R ., S
 = W R ., R unionsq S ., S = ID. 
B W  C



R 


S
D
The first equation implies W ., W
 ., W = R ., S ., S ., R ., R ., S  R ., S = W (using univalence of R and S), so if W has a
co-tabulation, it has to be difunctional.
Furthermore, from univalence of R and S we also obtain R
 ., W = R ., R ., S  S andW ., S = R ., S ., S  R.
Co-tabulations also have an equivalent characterisation that does not involve the mapping concept explicitly and is
perfectly “bi-dual” to the tabulation characterisation in Proposition 3.2.2:
Proposition 3.3.3. In a collagory, the co-span B RD Sﬀ C is a co-tabulation of W : B → C iff the following equations
hold:
R ., S
 = W R
., R
 = I unionsq W ., W
S ., S
 = I unionsq W ., W R
 ., RunionsqS ., S = ID. 
In a collagory, we have the following special cases of co-tabulations:
• In a co-tabulation of an equivalence relation, both R and S are the induced quotient projections.
• We can define a direct sum of A and B to be a co-tabulation of ⊥A,B , if that least morphism exists.
If direct sums and quotients are available, then a co-tabulation can be constructed for each difunctional morphism.
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To establish the relationship between the relation-algebraic co-tabulation definition and the universal characterisation
of pushouts in categories, we first establish a generalised factorisation property for co-tabulations:
Lemma 3.3.4. In a collagory C, let W : B → C be a difunctional morphism.
If the co-span B RD Sﬀ C is a co-tabulation of W, and if the co-span B R′D′ S′ﬀ C in C consists of morphisms that
satisfy
W ., S′  R′ and W ., R′  S′,
then U : D → D′ with U := R ., R′ unionsq S ., S′ is a morphism in C such that R ., U = R′ and S ., U = S′.
If R′ and S′ are univalent, then so is U.
If R′ and S′ are total, then so is U.
Proof. Factorisation follows easily from the assumptions:
R ., U = R ., R ., R′ unionsq R ., S ., S′ = (I unionsq W ., W) ., R′ unionsq W ., S′ = R′
S ., U = S ., R ., R′ unionsq S ., S ., S′ = W ., R′ unionsq (I unionsq W ., W) ., S′ = S′
Univalence follows from factorisation and univalence of R′ and S′:
U
 ., U = (R′ ., R unionsq S′ ., S) ., U = R′ ., R ., U unionsq S′ ., S ., U = R′ ., R′ unionsq S′ ., S′  I
Totality of U uses totality of R′ and S′, and the last co-tabulation condition:
U ., U
 	 R ., R′ ., R′ ., R unionsq S ., S′ ., S′ ., S Definition of U
	 R ., R unionsq S ., S Totality of R′ and S′
	 I R, S co-tabulation 
This helps to show that co-tabulations are unique up to isomorphism (for the factorisation of difunctional W = R ., S into
surjectivemappings this has already been shown in [20, 4.4.10]):
Theorem 3.3.5. In a collagory, let W : B → C be a difunctional morphism.
If the co-spans B RD Sﬀ C and B R′D′ S′ﬀ C are both co-tabulations for W, then there is a bijective mapping
U : D → D′ such that R′ = R ., U and S′ = S ., U.
Proof. With the co-tabulation conditions for B R′D′ S′ﬀ C and univalence of R′ and S′ we obtain:
W ., S′ = R′ ., S′ ., S′  R′ and W ., R′ = S′ ., R′ ., R′  S′.
With Lemma 3.3.4 we know that U := R ., R′ unionsq S ., S′ is a mapping that factorises R′ and S′.
By the same argument for U

, we obtain that U is also bijective. 
Although cocone commutativity seems weakened in co-tabulations in comparison with that of OC-colimits (Definition
3.4.2), we still obtain the isotony property:
Lemma 3.3.6. In a collagory C, let W : B → C be a difunctional morphism.
If the co-span B RD Sﬀ C is a co-tabulation of W, and U,U′ : D → D′ are two morphisms in C with R ., U  R ., U′ and
S ., U  S ., U′, then U  U′.
Proof. From the assumptions, we obtain
R
 ., R ., U  R ., R ., U′ and S ., S ., U  S ., S ., U′,
and by combining these and using the last co-tabulation property, we see:
U = (R ., R unionsq S ., S) ., U
= R ., R ., U unionsq S ., S ., U
 R ., R ., U′ unionsq S ., S ., U′
= (R ., R unionsq S ., S) ., U′
= U′ 
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Dual to Lemma3.2.7, co-tabulations canbe composedunder certain conditions,whichfindparallels in the co-spanproperties
of [2] — there, correspondence between co-spans and (heterogeneous) “(redundant) equivalence relations” is emphasised,
where the latter are essentially a different view of difunctional relations.
Lemma 3.3.7. In a collagory C, let W1 : B → C and W2 : C → E be two difunctional morphisms. If
• the co-span B R1D S1ﬀ C is a co-tabulation of W1,
• the co-span C R2F S2ﬀ E is a co-tabulation of W2,
• the co-span D R G Sﬀ F is a co-tabulation of W := (S1 ., R2) ∗,
then the co-span B R1
.,R G S2
.,Sﬀ E satisfies
R1
., R ., S
 ., S

2 = (W1 ., W2) ∗.
If furthermore
IC  W1 ., W1 unionsq W2 ., W2 , (∗)
i.e., W1 and W

2 are “jointly surjective”, then it also satisfies
R
 ., R

1
., R1
., R unionsq S ., S2 ., S2 ., S = IG,
i.e., it is a co-tabulation of (W1
., W2)
∗.
B W1  C W2  E



R1



S1



R2



S2
D 
W
F



R



S
G
Proof.
R1
., R ., S
 ., S2 = R1 ., W ., S2 co-tabulation forW
= R1 ., (S1 ., R2) ∗ ., S2 Def.W
= R1 ., (S1 ., R2 unionsq S1 ., R2 ., (R2 ., S1) ∗ ., S1 ., R2) ., S2 rec. def.(S1 ., R2) ∗; Lemma 2.3.4
= R1 ., S1 ., (I unionsq R2 ., (R2 ., S1) ∗ ., S1 ) ., R2 ., S2 join distr.
= W1 ., (R2 ., R2 ., S1 ., S1 )∗ ., W2 co-tabulations forW1,W2
= W1 ., ((I unionsq W2 ., W2 ) ., (I unionsq W1 ., W1))∗ ., W2 Proposition 3.3.3
= (W1 ., W2) ∗ W1,W2 difunctional
IG = R ., R unionsq S ., S co-tabulation forW
= R ., (R1 ., R1 unionsq S1 ., S1) ., R unionsq S ., (R2 ., R2 unionsq S2 ., S2) ., S co-tabulations forW1,W2
= R ., R1 ., R1 ., R unionsq R ., S1 ., S1 ., R unionsq S ., R2 ., R2 ., S unionsq S ., S2 ., S2 ., S join distr.
= R ., R1 ., R1 ., R unionsq R ., S1 ., R2 ., S unionsq S ., S2 ., S2 ., S S1 ., R = R2 ., S
= R ., R1 ., R1 ., R unionsq S ., S2 ., S2 ., S see below
The last equality relies on the following inclusion:
R
 ., S1
., R2
., S  R ., S1 ., (W1 ., W1 unionsq W2 ., W2 ) ., R2 ., S (∗)
= R ., S1 ., W1 ., W1 ., S1 ., R unionsq S ., R2 ., W2 ., W2 ., R2 ., S S1 ., R = R2 ., S
 R ., R1 ., R1 ., R unionsq S ., R2 ., W2 ., W2 ., R2 ., S W1 ., S1  R1
 R ., R1 ., R1 ., R unionsq S ., S2 ., S2 ., S W2 ., R2  S2 
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A co-tabulation for a difunctional closure Z ∗ satisfies the following equations:
R ., S
 = Z ∗ R ., R = Z∗ S ., S = Z ∗ R ., R unionsq S ., S = ID.
This was introduced as a gluing for the morphism Z in [9]. Kawahara [16] is the first to have characterised pushouts relation-
algebraically in essentially this way; he used relation-algebraic operations on relations arising in toposes.
In the following, we will relate tabulations and co-tabulations on the one hand with pushouts and pullbacks on the
other hand, and in order to make this discussion less awkward with respect to formulations, we introduce the following
convention that extends the use of the words “tabulation” and “co-tabulation” from triangle diagrams to encompass also
square diagrams:
Convention 3.3.8. For a square of morphisms as drawn below, we say that
• it is a tabulation iff B Pﬀ A Q C is a tabulation for R ., S,
• it is a (direct) co-tabulation iff B RD Sﬀ C is a co-tabulation for P ., Q ,
• it is a gluing iff B RD Sﬀ C is a gluing for P ., Q , that is, if it is a co-tabulation for (P ., Q) ∗. 
Definition 3.3.9. If an allegory has a tabulation for each morphism, we call it tabular.
If a collagory has a co-tabulation for each difunctional morphism, we call it co-tabular, and if it is furthermore tabular,
we call it bi-tabular. 
3.4. OC-colimits: bicolimits in ordered categories
We mentioned above (after Proposition 3.2.2) that, given a co-span B RD Sﬀ C of mappings, each tabulation of R ., S
is a pullback in the mapping category, but not all pullbacks there need necessarily be tabulations.
Dually, if a span B Pﬀ A Q C of mappings is given, and the difunctional closure W := (P ., Q) ∗ exists then each
co-tabulation ofW (there might be none) is a pushout in the category of mappings.
For a co-tabular collagoryC, eachpushout inMap C is isomorphic to a co-tabulation, and therefore is itself a co-tabulation.
However, if C is not co-tabular, then a span B Pﬀ A Q C of mappings for which no co-tabulation of (P ., Q) ∗ exists may
still have a pushout inMap C, which then cannot be a co-tabulation.
Therefore, co-tabulations of spans of mappings do not precisely correspond to pushouts. They do, however, precisely
correspond to bipushouts (which are a special case of bicolimits) in the underlying ordered category of a collagory.
We now provide the relevant definitions adapted to the case of ordered categories, and then prove the correspondence of
co-tabulations of spans of mappings with OC-pushouts (Section 3.5). For co-tabulations of arbitrary difunctional morphisms,
the more general concept of lax colimit is relevant, and we provide adapted definitions of OCC-colimits (Section 3.6) and
show that for spans ofmappings, OC-pushouts and OCC-colimits coincide. Finally, we demonstrate that OCC-colimits are co-
tabulations (Section 3.7) and therewith establish a satisfactory correspondence between complex universal (bi-)categorical
characterisations and the simple equationally defined co-tabulation concept.
Ordered categories are a simple example of 2-categories and bicategories: between two morphisms there is at most one
two-cell, and there is a two-cell between two morphisms R, S : A → B iff R  S.
Therefore, there is an invertible two-cell between R and S if and only if R = S.
The general notion of bicolimits takes as its point of departure a diagram defined via a functor from a category. We
introduce a specialised variant of the definition used by Heindel and Sobocin´ski [8] by restricting our attention to ordered
categories.
Definition 3.4.1. Given a category C, an (index) category J, a functorD : J → C defining a diagram, and an objectD, a cocone
η fromD toD consists of amorphism ηA : DA → D in C for each objectA of J, satisfying the following cocone commutativity
condition:
D F .,ηB = ηA for each morphism F : A → B in J. 
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Definition 3.4.2. Given an ordered category C, an (index) category J, and a functor D : J → C, an OC-colimit of D is given by
• an object D of C, and
• a cocone η from D to D
satisfying the following conditions
1. factorisation: for any other object D′ of C with cocone κ from D to D′, there is a morphism h : D → D′ in C with
ηA
., h = κA for each object A in J.
2. isotony: for any other object D′ of C and any two morphisms h, h′ : D → D′, if ηA ., h  ηA ., h′ for all objects A in J,
then h  h′. 
Lemma3.4.3. If the coconesη fromD toD andκ fromD toD′ are bothOC-colimits ofD, then there is an isomorphismU : D → D′
such that
ηA
., U = κA for each object A in J.
Proof. Because of the factorisation property (in Definition 3.4.2) of η, we only need to show that U is an isomorphism.
From the factorisation property of κ , we obtain a morphism V : D′ → D with, for each object A in J:
ηA = κA ., V = ηA ., U ., V
Using isotony of η with h = ID and h′ = U ., V , we obtain I  U ., V ; by swapping h and h′ we obtain the converse inclusion,
and therefore equality U ., V = ID . In the same way, we also obtain V ., U = ID′ , so U must be an isomorphism (and V its
inverse). 
Note that in an allegory, R is an isomorphism iff R is a bijective mapping [7, 2.135].
It is instructive to investigate OC-colimits for one-object one-morphism diagrams:
Lemma 3.4.4. Let J = •, and let the diagram functor D be defined by D • = A. Then R : A → D is an OC-colimit for D iff R is
an isomorphism.
Proof. Any R : A → D is trivially a cocone from D to D, and we have:
1. For any other object D′ of C with R′ : A → D′, we can choose h := S ., R′ to obtain factorisation if S is a right-inverse
of R, that is, R ., S = IA:
R ., h = R ., S ., R′ = IA ., R′ = R′
2. For any other object D′ of C and any two morphisms h, h′ : D → D′, if R ., h  R ., h′, then we obtain isotony if Q is a
left-inverse of R, that is, Q ., R = ID:
h = ID ., h = Q ., R ., h  Q ., R ., h′ = ID ., h = h′
This shows that if R is iso, then it is an OC-colimit for D.
Therefore, IA is an OC-colimit for D.
SinceOC-colimits areuniqueup to isomorphismbyLemma3.4.3, for any givenOC-colimitR′ forD there is an isomorphism
U factoring it over IA and we have R′ = IA ., U = U. 
3.5. Co-tabulations produce OC-pushouts
Lemma 3.5.1. Let C be a collagory, and let B Pﬀ A Q C be a span inMap C, that is, P and Q are mappings.
If the co-spanB RD Sﬀ C in the collagoryC is a co-tabulation forW := (P .,Q) ∗, then it is a cocone forB Pﬀ A Q C
inMap C.
Proof. The co-tabulation properties imply that R and S are mappings. For commutativity, we first show one inclusion:
P ., R 	 P ., R ., ran S = P ., R ., S ., S = P ., (P ., Q) ∗ ., S 	 P ., P ., Q ., S 	 Q ., S
The opposite inclusion is derived in the same way, so we have equality. 
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Lemma 3.5.2. Let C be a collagory, and let B Pﬀ A Q C be a span inMap C, that is, P and Q are mappings.
If the co-span B RD Sﬀ C in the collagory C is a co-tabulation for W := (P ., Q) ∗, and B R′D′ S′ﬀ C is a co-span
in C with P ., R′ = Q ., S′, then U : D → D′ with U := R ., R′ unionsq S ., S′ satisfies the factorisation property, i.e., R ., U = R′ and
S ., U = S′, and U is a mapping if both R′ and S′ are.
Proof. Commutativity P ., R′ = Q ., S′ together with univalence of P and Q implies
P
 ., Q ., S′ = P ., P ., R′  R′ and Q ., P ., R′ = Q ., Q ., S′  S′.
Using left induction for difunctional closure, this gives us:
W ., S′ = (P ., Q) ∗ ., S′  R′ and W ., R′ = (Q ., P) ∗ ., R′  S′.
With Lemma 3.3.4 we then know that U := R ., R′ unionsq S ., S′ is a morphism with R ., U = R′ and S ., U = S′, and a mapping if
R′ and S′ are mappings. 
C



S
W

D


	
R
B
C


	
Q



S
A W

D



P


	
R
B
C


	
Q



S








S′
A W

D U        D′



P


	
R




R′
B
Theorem 3.5.3. Let C be a collagory, and let B Pﬀ A Q C be a span inMap C, that is, P and Q are mappings.
If the co-span B RD Sﬀ C in C is a co-tabulation for W := (P ., Q) ∗, then that co-span is an OC-pushout for
B Pﬀ A Q C.
Proof. Factorisation has been shown in Lemma 3.5.2, and isotony follows from Lemma 3.3.6. 
The path to obtain this was in fact only a slight adaptation of the following fact which was shown directly in [12,
Theorem 4.9] by adapting the argument of [9, Theorem 5.3.5], and which now easily follows:
Corollary 3.5.4. Let C be a collagory, and let B Pﬀ A Q C be a span inMap C, that is, P and Q are mappings.
If the co-spanB RD Sﬀ C in the collagoryC is a co-tabulation forW := (P.,Q) ∗, then it is a pushout forB Pﬀ A Q C
inMap C. 
For pushouts along injective mappings, the difunctional closure becomes trivial:
Lemma 3.5.5. If a span B Pﬀ A Q C of mappings is given with Q injective, then P ., Q is difunctional (and therefore
(P
 ., Q) ∗ = P ., Q ).
Proof. Since P, as a mapping, is difunctional, we have
P
.,Q .,Q
.,P .,P
.,Q = P.,P .,P.,Q = P.,Q . 
Furthermore, co-tabulations preserve injectivity:
Lemma 3.5.6. If a spanB Pﬀ A Q C ofmappings is givenwith Q injective, andB RD Sﬀ C is a co-tabulation for P ., Q ,
then R is injective, too.
Proof. Using injectivity of Q and univalence of P in one of the equations from Proposition 3.3.3 gives us injectivity of R:
R ., R
 = I unionsq P ., Q ., (P ., Q) = I unionsq P ., Q ., Q ., P = I unionsq P ., P = I . 
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With that, we can show that, essentially, a pushout over an injective mapping is also a pullback:
Lemma 3.5.7. If a spanB Pﬀ A Q C ofmappings is givenwith Q injective, andB RD Sﬀ C is a co-tabulation for P ., Q ,
then B Pﬀ A Q C is also a tabulation for R ., S.
Proof. Cross-commutativity R ., S
 = P ., Q is already contained in the co-tabulation conditions. Since Q is injective and P
is total, we also obtain
P ., P

 Q ., Q = P ., P
 IA = IA . 
3.6. Lax colimits in OCCs
For lax cocones, we need the concept of lax functor, which differs from the functor concept in that a lax functor D only needs
to satisfy IDA  D IA and (D f ) ., (D g)  D(f ., g), see, e.g., [21, Section 8, p. 37ff].
Again, we provide specialised definition of lax cocones and lax colimits for the ordered category case:
Definition 3.6.1. Given an ordered category C, an (index) category J, a lax functor D : J → C defining a diagram, and an
objectD, a lax cocone η fromD toD consists of amorphism ηA : DA → D in C for each objectA of J, satisfying the following
cocone subcommutativity condition:
D F ., ηB  ηA for each morphism F : A → B in J. 
Definition 3.6.2. Given an ordered category C, an (index) category J, and a lax functorD : J → C, a lax colimit ofD is given by
• an object D of C, and
• a lax cocone η from D to D
satisfying the following conditions
1. factorisation: for any object D′ of C with lax cocone κ from D to D′, there is a morphism U : D → D′ in C with
ηA
., U = κA for each object A in J,
2. isotony: for any object D′ of C and any two morphisms U,U′ : D → D′, if ηA ., U  ηA ., U′ for each object A in J, then
U  U′. 
Proposition 3.6.3. If the lax cocones η from D to D and κ from D to D′ both are lax colimits of D, then they mutually factor over
isomorphisms.
Proof. Let U : D → D′ and V : D′ → D be the two factorisation morphisms, i.e., with
ηA
., U = κA and κA ., V = ηA for each object A in J.
Then we also have, for each object A in J,
ηA
., U ., V = κA ., V = ηA = ηA ., ID ,
κA
., V ., U = ηA ., U = κA = κA ., ID′ ,
and we obtain, from isotony, U ., V = ID and V ., U = ID′ , that is, U and V are inverse isomorphisms. 
Instead of considering lax colimits in general ordered categories, we consider a specialised variant for diagrams in OCCs.
We want to make sure that for each morphism in the index category, its converse is in the index category too, and we
currently see no harm in demanding not only that, but even that the index category is an OCC.
Weconsider “• → •” to denote anOCCwith thehomset from thefirst objectA to the second, different objectB containing
exactly one morphism, say F , from A to B. As an OCC, it needs to also have F, which will be the only morphism from B
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to A. Since in this OCC, also F ., F ., F needs to exist as a morphism from A to B, it has to be equal to F , which therefore is
difunctional.
A lax functor Dmapping F : A → B toW : A′ → B′ has to satisfy
W ., W
 ., W = D F ., (D F) ., D F  D (F ., F ., F) = D F = W ,
so it can map F only to difunctional morphisms.
Furthermore, if, for a lax cocone, its source J is considered as an OCC, this implies that for each morphism F : A → B in
J, also the converse morphism F
 : B → A needs to be considered. Such a lax cocone therefore automatically has to satisfy
both the following conditions:
D F ., ηB  ηA
(D F)
 ., ηA  ηB
⎫⎬
⎭ for each morphism F : A → B in J.
Convention 3.6.4. Given a morphismW : B → C in the OCC C, we will frequently identifyW with the functor Dmapping
the single morphism explicitly mentioned in the OCC • → • toW .
(Since we are dealing with an OCC, that morphism also has a converse, which then must be mapped toW

.) 
A lax cocone fromW to D therefore is a co-span B RD Sﬀ C satisfyingW ., S  R andW ., R  S.
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We explicitly state the definition of resulting special case of lax colimits:
Definition 3.6.5. An OCC-colimit of W : B → C in the OCC C is a lax cocone B RD Sﬀ C from W to D satisfying the
following conditions:
1. factorisation: for any object D′ of Cwith lax cocone B R′D′ S′ﬀ C fromW to D′, there is a morphism U : D → D′
in C with R ., U = R′ and S ., U = S′ ;
2. isotony: for any objectD′ of C and any twomorphisms U,U′ : D → D′, if R .,U  R .,U′ and S .,U  S .,U′, then U  U′.

Lemma 3.6.6. Let B Pﬀ A Q C be a span inMap C, that is, P and Q are mappings.
If the co-span B RD Sﬀ C in the OCC C is a cocone for B Pﬀ A Q C, then it is also a lax cocone from P ., Q to D.
If, furthermore, W := (P ., Q) ∗ exists, then that co-span is also a lax cocone from W to D.
Proof. Commutativity P ., R = Q ., S together with univalence of P and Q implies the lax cocone properties from P ., Q :
P
 ., Q ., S = P ., P ., R  R and Q ., P ., R = Q ., Q ., S  S .
Using left induction for _ ∗, this shows that B RD Sﬀ C is also a lax cocone fromW to D:
W ., S = (P ., Q) ∗ ., S  R and W ., R = (Q ., P) ∗ ., R  S . 
Lemma 3.6.7. Let B Pﬀ A Q C be a span inMap C, that is, P and Q are mappings.
If the co-span B RD Sﬀ C in the OCC C is an OCC-colimit for W := (P ., Q) ∗, and B R′D′ S′ﬀ C is a cocone for
B Pﬀ A Q C, that is, a co-span in Cwith P ., R′ = Q ., S′, then there is a morphism U : D → D′ that satisfies the factorisation
property of OC-pushouts, i.e., R ., U = R′ and S ., U = S′.
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Proof. From Lemma 3.6.6 we know that B R′D′ S′ﬀ C is also a lax cocone fromW toD′. From the factorisation property
of OCC-colimits we then know that there is a morphism U : D → D′ with R ., U = R′ and S ., U = S′. 
This, together with the fact that the isotony properties of OC-colimits and OCC-colimits coincide, immediately implies:
Theorem3.6.8. If a co-spanB RD Sﬀ C is an OCC-colimit for (P ., Q) ∗, then it is also an OC-pushout forB Pﬀ A Q C.

Lemma 3.6.9. If, in an OCC, a co-span B RD Sﬀ C is a lax cocone from W := (P ., Q) ∗ to D, then it is also a cocone for
B Pﬀ A Q C.
Proof. The lax cocone property here means that we have:
(P
 ., Q) ∗ ., S  R
(Q
 ., P) ∗ ., R  S
This implies in particular:
P
 ., Q ., S  R
Q
 ., P ., R  S
and, with totality of P and Q ,
Q ., S  P ., P ., Q ., S  P ., R
P ., R  Q ., Q ., P ., R  Q ., S ,
so we have equality P ., R = Q ., S and therefore a cone for B Pﬀ A Q C. 
From this, we now easily obtain also the converse implication to Theorem 3.6.8:
Theorem 3.6.10. If, in an OCC, a co-span B RD Sﬀ C is an OC-pushout for B Pﬀ A Q C, then it is also an OCC-colimit
for W := (P ., Q) ∗.
Proof. From Lemma 3.6.6 we know that B RD Sﬀ C is also a lax cocone fromW to D.
If B R′D′ S′ﬀ C is a lax cocone from W to D′, then we know from Lemma 3.6.9 that it is also a cocone for
B Pﬀ A Q C.
The theorem then follows since the appropriately instantiated factorisation and isotony properties of OCC-colimits for
W then coincide with those for OC-colimits for B Pﬀ A Q C. 
3.7. OCC-colimits are co-tabulations
Theorem 3.7.1. If a co-span B RD Sﬀ C in a collagory is a co-tabulation of W : B → C, then it is also an OCC-colimit
for W.
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 3.3.4 (factorisation) and Lemma 3.3.6 (isotony). 
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Lemma 3.7.2. If, in an allegory, B RD Sﬀ C is an OCC-colimit for W, then
W
 ., R = S ., ran R W ., R ., R = S ., R
W ., S = R ., ran S W ., S ., S = R ., S
Proof. Let R0 = W ., S and S0 = S. This defines a lax cocone B R0D S0ﬀ C fromW to D, since:
W
 ., R0 = W ., W ., S  W ., R  S = S0 ;
W ., S0 = W ., S = R0 .
Then factorisation gives us aU0 : D → D such that R0 = W ., S = R .,U0 and S0 = S = S .,U0. Since R .,U0 = W ., S  R = R ., ID
and S ., U0 = S  S ., ID , isotony gives us U0  ID .
So U0 is a sub-identity, and S = S ., U0 implies ran S  U0. Since composition of sub-identities is meet, we obtain the
following (which implies U0 = ran S):
W ., S = W ., S ., ran S = R ., U0 ., ran S = R ., ran S
Analogously,W
 ., R = S ., ran R also holds, and these further imply
W
 ., R ., R
 = S ., R and W ., S ., S = R ., S . 
Lemma 3.7.2 does not use difunctionality ofW , and implies:
W
 ., W ., W ., R = W ., W ., S ., ran R = W ., R ., ran S ., ran R
= W ., R ., ran S = S ., ran R ., ran S = S ., ran R = W ., R
and, analogously,W .,W
 .,W ., S = W ., S. Therefore, even with a weaker concept of OCC-colimit, we would still have, in some
sense, “almost-difunctionality” ofW .
Lemma 3.7.2 did use allegory properties (for sub-identities); for showing the converse implication to Theorem 3.7.1 we
need full collagories:
Theorem 3.7.3. If, in a collagory, W : B → C is a difunctional morphism and B RD Sﬀ C is an OCC-colimit for W, then it
is also a co-tabulation for W.
Proof. Let R1 = W and S1 = ICunionsqW .,W . This defines a lax coconeB R1 C S1ﬀ C fromW to C, since (using difunctionality
ofW):
W
 ., R1 = W ., W  S1
W ., S1 = W ., (IC unionsq W ., W) = W unionsq W ., W ., W = W = R1
Then factorisation gives us a U1 : D → C such that R1 = W = R ., U1 and S1 = IC unionsq W ., W = S ., U1. This immediately
implies that S is total and U1 is surjective, and with the same argument we also obtain that R is total.
We further have
R ., S
 = W ., S ., S Lemma 3.7.2
	 W S total
= R ., U1
S ., S
 	 IC unionsq W ., R ., R ., W S total,W ., R  S
	 IC unionsq W ., W R total
= S ., U1
With isotony, this implies S
 	 U1, which producesW = R ., U1  R ., S.
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Now:
R ., domU1  R ., U1 ., U1
= W ., U1
= W ., U1 ., domU1
 R ., domU1
which implies equality:
R ., domU1 = R ., U1 ., U1 = W ., U1 .
Similarly:
S ., domU1  S ., U1 ., U1
= (IC unionsq W ., W) ., U1
= U1 unionsq W ., W ., U1
= U1 unionsq W ., R ., domU1
 U1 unionsq S ., domU1
= S ., domU1
which implies equality:
S ., domU1 = S ., U1 ., U1
From these two equalities together, isotony produces:
domU1 = U1 ., U1 ,
so U1 is also injective.
Furthermore, we have (using difunctionality ofW):
R ., domU1 ., S
 = W ., U1 ., S = W ., (IC unionsq W ., W) = W = R ., U1
S ., domU1 ., S
 = S ., U1 ., U1 ., S
= (IC unionsq W ., W) ., (IC unionsq W ., W) = IC unionsq W ., W = S ., U1 .
With isotony this produces domU1 ., S
 = U1, which we use to define S′ : C → D as:
S′ := S ., domU1 = U1
From the above, we know that S′ is a mapping, and that:
R ., S′ = R ., U1 = W
S′ ., S′ = S ., domU1 ., U1 = S ., U1 = IC unionsq W ., W
For easier reference, we explicitly present the results of mirroring the starting configuration made up by R1 and S1 above.
Therefore, we obtain U2 : D → B via factorisation of the lax cocone B R2B S2ﬀ C formed by R2 = I unionsq W ., W and
S2 = W, with R2 = I unionsq W ., W = R ., U2 and S2 = W = S ., U2. Then we obtain R 	 U2, and
R ., domU2 = R ., U2 ., U2
S ., domU2 = S ., U2 ., U2 = W ., U2
implying domU2 = U2 ., U2 and domU2 ., R = U2, which we use to define
R′ := R ., domU2 .
R′ is a mapping, and we have
R′ ., S = W
R′ ., R′ = IB unionsq W ., W
So far the results of the development of U2 in parallel with the explicit development of U1 above.
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Now we relate U2 and U1, i.e., R
′ and S′:
R ., domU1 ., R
  R ., U1 ., U1 ., R
= W ., W
 R ., R′
S ., domU1 ., R
 = S ., U1 ., U1 ., R
= (IC unionsq W ., W) ., W
= W
= S ., R′
From this and the analogous symmetric development, isotony produces:
R ., domU1  R′
S ., domU2  S′
This shows the following cyclic inclusion chain:
W = R ., S′ = R ., domU1 ., S′  R′ ., S′  W ,
which contains the first co-tabulation condition:
W = R′ ., S′ .
We furthermore have:
R ., (R′ ., R′ unionsq S′ ., S′) = R ., R′ ., R′ unionsq R ., S′ ., S′ unionsq-distributivity
= (I unionsq W ., W) ., R′ unionsq W ., S′ R ., S′ = W
= R′ unionsq W ., W ., R′ unionsq W ., S′ unionsq-distributivity
= R′ unionsq W ., S′ W ., R′  S′
= R′ W ., S′  R′
and, analogously, S ., (R′ .,R′ unionsq S′ ., S′) = S, which implies, with isotony, the last co-tabulation condition R′ .,R′ unionsq S′ ., S′ = ID .
This shows that R′ and S′ define a co-tabulation. According to Theorem 3.7.1, co-tabulations are OCC-colimits, and ac-
cording to Proposition 3.6.3, OCC-colimits are unique up to isomorphism, so there must be an isomorphism U : D → D
with R′ = R ., U and S′ = S ., U, and therefore R = R′ ., U and S = S′ ., U. Then:
R ., S
 = R′ ., U ., U ., S′ = R′ ., S′ = W
R ., R
 = R′ ., U ., U ., R′ = R′ ., R′ = IB unionsq W ., W
S ., S
 = S′ ., U ., U ., S′ = S′ ., S′ = IC unionsq W ., W
R
 ., R unionsq S ., S = U ., R′ ., R′ ., U unionsq U ., S′ ., S′ ., U
= U ., (R′ ., R′ unionsq S′ ., S′) ., U = U ., ID ., U = ID
Therefore, the original OCC-colimit is a co-tabulation, too. 
3.8. Direct sums in collagories
Direct sums can be defined as co-tabulations for least morphisms, and even though collagories do not assume existence of
least morphisms, they do exist in particular in all finite homsets (since these are finite lattices), which includes the homsets
of bisimulations between finite semi-unary algebras (see Section 2.5). But since in collagories, least morphisms are not
assumed to satisfy any zero laws, not all properties one usually expects of direct sums carry over to the collagory setting.
Definition 3.8.1. For two objects A and B in a collagory for which the least morphism ⊥A,B exists, a co-span
A ι S κﬀ B is a direct sum iff it is a co-tabulation for ⊥A,B . 
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Therefore, if A and B have a direct sum, the least element ⊥A,B needs to exist, and needs to be difunctional. From the
co-tabulation definition, we have the following equations:
ι ., κ
 = ⊥A,B ι
., ι
 = IA
κ ., κ
 = IB
ι
 ., ι unionsq κ ., κ = ID
We shall frequently use (implicit, partial) choices of direct sums with the following notation:
A ιA,B A+ B κA,Bﬀ B
Furthermore, given two morphisms R : A → C and S : B → D, and the direct sums A+ B and C + D, we define:
XA,B := ιA,B ., κB,A unionsq κA,B ., ιB,A
R + S := ιA,B ., R ., ιC,D unionsq κA,B ., S ., κC,D
When using direct sums, we need to be careful since, although we do have ιA,B
., κ

A,B = ⊥A,B from the co-tabulation
properties, the least morphism ⊥A,B does not necessarily satisfy any zero laws.
We now show some of the restricted properties.
Lemma 3.8.2. Assuming a direct sum A+ B, we have IA+B = IA + IB .
Proof. Immediate from the definition. 
Lemma 3.8.3. Assuming a direct sum A ι S κﬀ B and morphisms Q : A→ B, R : A → C and S : B → C, we have:
1. ι
 ., R 
 κ ., S = ⊥S,A ., R 
 ⊥S,B ., S
2. If R (or S) is univalent, then ι
 ., R 
 κ ., S = ⊥S,C
3. IS 
 ι ., Q ., κ = ⊥S,S
Proof. The second item follows via Lemma 2.4.3 immediately from the first, which we show now:
ι
 ., R 
 κ ., S
= ι ., (R 
 ι ., κ ., S) ι univalent
= ι ., (R 
 ⊥A,B ., S) ι ., κ = ⊥A,B
= ι ., R 
 ι ., ⊥A,B ., S ι injective
= ι ., R 
 ⊥S,B ., S ι univalent, Lemma 2.4.3
Analogously, we obtain ι
 ., R 
 κ ., S = ⊥S,A ., R 
 κ ., S, and the meet of the two yields the result. The third item follows
using the second:
IS 
 ι ., Q ., κ = ι ., (ι ., IS 
 Q ., κ) ι univalent
= ι ., (IA ., ι 
 Q ., κ) identity
= ι ., ⊥A,S (2)
= ⊥S,S ι univalent, Lemma 2.4.3 
Lemma 3.8.4. Assuming two direct sums A+ B and C + D, and four morphisms P, R : A → C and Q , S : B → D, we have:
(P + Q) 
 (R + S) = (P 
 R) + (Q 
 S)
unionsq (⊥A+B,A ., P ., ⊥C,C+D 
 ⊥A+B,B ., S ., ⊥D,C+D)
unionsq (⊥A+B,B ., Q ., ⊥D,C+D 
 ⊥A+B,A ., R ., ⊥C,C+D)
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Proof.
(P + Q) 
 (R + S)
= (ιA,B ., P ., ιC,D unionsq κA,B ., Q ., κC,D ) 
 (ιA,B ., R ., ιC,D unionsq κA,B ., S ., κC,D ) Def. +
= (ιA,B ., P ., ιC,D 
 ιA,B ., R ., ιC,D ) unionsq (ιA,B ., P ., ιC,D 
 κA,B ., S ., κC,D ) unionsq Lattice distributivity
(κ

A,B
., Q ., κC,D 
 ιA,B ., R ., ιC,D ) unionsq (κA,B ., Q ., κC,D 
 κA,B ., S ., κC,D )
= ιA,B ., (P 
 R) ., ιC,D unionsq κA,B ., (Q 
 S) ., κC,D ι, κ injective, Lemma 3.8.3
unionsq (⊥A+B,A ., P ., ⊥C,C+D 
 ⊥A+B,B ., S ., ⊥D,C+D)
unionsq (⊥A+B,B ., Q ., ⊥D,C+D 
 ⊥A+B,A ., R ., ⊥C,C+D)
= (P 
 R) + (Q 
 S) Def. +
unionsq (⊥A+B,A ., P ., ⊥C,C+D 
 ⊥A+B,B ., S ., ⊥D,C+D)
unionsq (⊥A+B,B ., Q ., ⊥D,C+D 
 ⊥A+B,A ., R ., ⊥C,C+D) 
Lemma 3.8.5. Assuming two direct sums A+ B and C + D, and two morphisms R : A → C and S : B → D, we have:
(R + S) = R+ S
Proof. Obvious from the definition. 
Lemma 3.8.6. For a direct sum A+ B and two morphisms R : A → C and S : B → C:
ιA,B
., (ι

A,B
., R unionsq κA,B ., S) = R unionsq ⊥A,B ., S
κA,B
., (ι

A,B
., R unionsq κA,B ., S) = S unionsq ⊥B,A ., R
Proof. We only show the first equation:
ιA,B
., (ι

A,B
., R unionsq κA,B ., S) = ιA,B ., ιA,B ., R unionsq ιA,B ., κA,B ., S join distributivity
= R unionsq ⊥A,B ., S co-tabulation properties 
Lemma 3.8.7. For a direct sum A+ B and two morphisms R : A → C and S : B → C:
• If S is univalent, then ιA,B ., (ιA,B ., R unionsq κA,B ., S) = R.
• If R is univalent, then κA,B ., (ιA,B ., R unionsq κA,B ., S) = S.
Proof. Again, we show only the first item:
ιA,B
., (ι

A,B
., R unionsq κA,B ., S) = R unionsq ⊥A,B ., S Lemma 3.8.6
= R unionsq ⊥A,C Lemma 2.4.3
= R join with least morphism 
From that, we obtain some useful properties ofX and +:
ιA,B
., XA,B = ιA,B ., (ιA,B ., κB,A unionsq κA,B ., ιB,A)
= κB,A Lemma 3.8.7
and
(R + S) ., XC,D = (ιA,B ., R ., ιC,D unionsq κA,B ., S ., κC,D) ., XC,D
= ιA,B ., R ., κD,C unionsq κA,B ., S ., ιD,C
= XA,B ., κB,A ., R ., κD,C unionsq XA,B ., ιB,A ., S ., ιD,C
= XA,B ., (κB,A ., R ., κD,C unionsq ιB,A ., S ., ιD,C)
= XA,B ., (S + R)
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and
XB,A
., (R + S) ., XC,D = XB,A ., (ιA,B ., R ., κD,C unionsq κA,B ., S ., ιD,C)
= κB,A ., R ., κD,C unionsq ιB,A ., S ., ιD,C
= S + R
Lemma 3.8.8.
1. ιA,B
., (R + S) = R ., ιC,D unionsq ⊥A,B ., S ., κC,D
2. κA,B
., (R + S) = S ., κC,D unionsq ⊥B,A ., R ., ιC,D
3. (P + Q) ., (R + S) = (P ., R + Q ., S) unionsq ιA,B ., P ., ⊥C,D ., S ., κE,F unionsq κA,B ., Q ., ⊥D,C ., R ., ιE,F
Proof.
ιA,B
., (R + S) = ιA,B ., (ιA,B ., R ., ιC,D unionsq κA,B ., S ., κC,D)
= R ., ιC,D unionsq ⊥A,B ., S ., κC,D
κA,B
., (R + S) = κA,B ., (ιA,B ., R ., ιC,D unionsq κA,B ., S ., κC,D)
= S ., κC,D unionsq ⊥B,A ., R ., ιC,D
and
(P + Q) ., (R + S)
= (ιA,B ., P ., ιC,D unionsq κA,B ., Q ., κC,D) ., (R + S)
= ιA,B ., P ., ιC,D ., (R + S) unionsq κA,B ., Q ., κC,D ., (R + S)
= ιA,B ., P ., (R ., ιE,F unionsq ⊥C,D ., S ., κE,F ) unionsq κA,B ., Q ., (S ., κE,F unionsq ⊥D,C ., R ., ιE,F )
= ιA,B ., P ., R ., ιE,F unionsq ιA,B ., P ., ⊥C,D ., S ., κE,F unionsq κA,B ., Q ., S ., κE,F unionsq κA,B ., Q ., ⊥D,C ., R ., ιE,F
= (P ., R + Q ., S) unionsq ιA,B ., P ., ⊥C,D ., S ., κE,F unionsq κA,B ., Q ., ⊥D,C ., R ., ιE,F 
Lemma 3.8.9. Assuming two direct sums A+ B and C + D, and two morphisms R : A → C and S : B → D, we have:
• dom (R + S) = dom R + dom S
• ran (R + S) = ran R + ran S
Proof. We only show the first item:
dom (R + S)
= IA+B 
 (R + S) ., (R + S) Def. dom
= IA+B 
 (R + S) ., (R+ S) Lemma 3.8.5
= IA+B 
 ((R ., R+ S ., S) unionsq ιA,B ., R ., ⊥C,D ., S ., κA,B
unionsq κA,B ., S ., ⊥D,C ., R ., ιA,B )
Lemma 3.8.8
= (IA + IB) 
 (R ., R+ S ., S) Lattice distr., Lemmas 3.8.3, 3.8.2
= (IA 
 R ., R) + (IB 
 S ., S) Lemma 3.8.4, I univalent, Lemma 2.4.3
= dom R + dom S Def. dom 
4. Van Kampen squares and adhesive categories
4.1. Adhesive categories and Van Kampen setups
Adhesive categories as a more specific setting for double-pushout graph rewriting have been introduced by Lack and
Sobocin´ski [18,19]; the following two definitions are taken from there:
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Definition 4.1.1. A Van Kampen square (i) is a pushout which satisfies the following condition: given a commutative cube
(ii) of which (i) forms the bottom face and the back faces are pullbacks (where C is considered to be in the back), the front
faces are pullbacks if and only if the top face is a pushout.
C



M



F
A B



G



N
D
(i)
C′ f  B′


m 

n
A′ g
c

D′

b
a

C 
F

d
B


M


N
A 
G
D
(ii) 
Definition 4.1.2. A category C is said to be adhesive if
1. C has pushouts along monomorphisms;
2. C has pullbacks;
3. pushouts along monomorphisms are Van Kampen squares. 
For more concise formulations, we define:
Definition 4.1.3. A Van Kampen setup in a collagory C for a square as in Definition 4.1.1(i) is a commuting cube inMap C as
in Definition 4.1.1(ii) where the bottom square is a gluing and the two back squares are tabulations. 
For reference, we expand this into the implied equations:
Lemma 4.1.4. In a collagory C, a Van Kampen setup inMap C means that the following hold:
Bottom gluing:
G ., N
 = (M ., F) ∗ G ., G unionsq N ., N = ID G ., G = (M ., F)∗
N ., N
 = (M ., F) ∗
Back tabulations:
c
 ., m = M ., a c ., c 
 m ., m = IC′ c ., c = IC 
 M ., a ., a ., M
m
 ., m = IA′ 
 a ., M ., M ., a
c
 ., f = F ., b c ., c 
 f ., f = IC′ c ., c = IC 
 F ., b ., b ., F
f
 ., f = IB′ 
 b ., F ., F ., b
Remaining commutative squares:
m ., g = f ., n g ., d = a ., G n ., d = b ., N 
4.2. Maps in collagories form adhesive categories
The equations in Lemma 4.1.4 are now used to prove the following:
Lemma 4.2.1. In a collagory, if the front squares of a Van Kampen setup are tabulations, then the top square is a gluing. If
furthermore M
 ., F is difunctional, then m ., f is difunctional, too.
Proof. Besides the assumptions in Lemma 4.1.4, we also have in particular the following equations for the two front tabu-
lations:
g
 ., g = ID′ 
 d ., G ., G ., d g ., g 
 a ., a = IA′
n
 ., n = ID′ 
 d ., N ., N ., d
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These front tabulation equations alone are sufficient to propagate sharpness from the bottom co-tabulation to the top
square:
g
 ., g unionsq n ., n = ID′ 
 (d ., G ., G ., d unionsq d ., N ., N ., d) front tabulations
= ID′ 
 d ., (G ., G unionsq N ., N) ., d join-distributivity
= ID′ 
 d ., ID ., d bottom co-tabulation
= ID′ 
 d ., d identity law
= ID′ d total
Lemma 3.3.1 give us the inclusion (m
 ., f ) ∗  g ., n for the top square, so for gluing cross-commutativity we only need to
show the opposite inclusion:
g ., n
 = g ., n 
 g ., d ., d ., n d total
= g ., n 
 a ., G ., N ., b front squares commute
= g ., n 
 a ., (M ., F) ∗ ., b bottom co-tabulation
= (m ., f ) ∗ _ ∗ induction (see below)
The last step is based on the equation g ., g

 a ., a = IA′ arising from the front tabulation, and the following two inductive
inclusions (for arbitrary R : A → A and S : A → B):
g ., n
 
 a ., R ., (M ., F) ., b = g ., n 
 a ., R ., M ., c ., f back tabulation
= (g ., n ., f 
 a ., R ., M ., c) ., f f univalent
= (g ., g ., m 
 a ., R ., a ., m) ., f top, left commut.
= (g ., g 
 a ., R ., a) ., (m ., f ) m univalent
g ., g
 
 a ., S ., (F ., M) ., a = g ., g 
 a ., S ., F ., c ., m back tabulation
= g ., g 
 a ., S ., b ., f ., m left commutativity
= (g ., g ., m 
 a ., S ., b ., f) ., m m univalent
= (g ., n ., f 
 a ., S ., b ., f) ., m top commutativity
= (g ., n 
 a ., S ., b) ., (f ., m) f univalent
For the case where M
 ., F is difunctional, the first of these equations implies, with R := I, direct co-tabulation cross-
commutativity g ., n
 = m ., f , and therewith difunctionality of the latter.
Lemma 4.2.2. In a Van Kampen setup where the top square is a gluing, the front squares cross-commute.
Proof. We only show cross-commutativity of the right front square, d ., N
 = n ., b, since the situation of the other front
square is perfectly symmetric.
d ., N
 = (g ., g unionsq n ., n) ., d ., N top gluing
= g ., g ., d ., N unionsq n ., n ., d ., N join distributivity
= g ., a ., G ., N unionsq n ., b ., N ., N front squares comm.
= g ., a ., (M ., F) ∗ unionsq n ., b ., (M ., F) ∗ bottom gluing
= g ., a ., (M ., F) ∗ unionsq n ., b ., (IB unionsq F ., M ., (M ., F) ∗) _ ∗ properties
= n ., b unionsq (g ., a unionsq n ., b ., F ., M) ., (M ., F) ∗ join distributivity
= n ., b (see below)
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The last step holds by right induction for _ ∗, since
(g
 ., a unionsq n ., b ., F ., M) ., M ., F
= (g ., a unionsq n ., f ., c ., M) ., M ., F back tabulation
= (g ., a unionsq n ., f ., m ., a) ., M ., F left square commutes
= g ., a ., M ., F n ., f ., m = g ., m ., m  g
= g ., m ., c ., F left tabulation
= n ., f ., f ., b top, back squares commute
 n ., b f univalent
and, from that, also
n
 ., b ., F
 ., M ., M
 ., F  (g ., a unionsq n ., b ., F ., M) ., M ., F  n ., b . 
Lemma 4.2.3. In a Van Kampen setup where the top square is a gluing, the front squares are tabulations iff the following holds:
m ., (m
 ., f ) ∗ ., f 
 c ., c  IC′ (∗)
Proof. We only show that the right front square is a tabulation, since the situation of the other front square is perfectly
symmetric. Cross-commutativity has been shown separately in Lemma 4.2.2. For the second tabulation condition, we first
show that, for every R : C′ → C′:
f
 ., R ., f 
 b ., b  b ., (b ., f ., R ., f ., b 
 IB) ., b modal rules
= b ., (F ., c ., R ., c ., F 
 IB) ., b back square commutativity
 b ., ran F ., b ran properties
= b ., F ., F ., b F univalent
This implies f
 ., m ., m ., f 
 b ., b = f ., m ., m ., f 
 b ., F ., F ., b, which we use below:
n ., n
 
 b ., b = IB′
⇔ (m ., f ) ∗ 
 b ., b = IB′ top gluing
⇔ (IB′ unionsq f ., m ., (m ., f ) ∗) 
 b ., b = IB′ R ∗ = I unionsq R ., R ∗
⇔ (IB′ 
 b ., b) unionsq (f ., m ., (m ., f ) ∗ 
 b ., b) = IB′ lattice distributivity
⇔ IB′ unionsq (f ., m ., (m ., f ) ∗ 
 b ., b) = IB′ b total
⇔ f ., m ., (m ., f ) ∗ 
 b ., b  IB′ ordering
⇔ f ., m ., (m ., f ) ∗ 
 b ., F ., F ., b  IB′ (above)
⇔ f ., m ., (m ., f ) ∗ 
 f ., c ., c ., f  IB′ back tabulation
⇔ f ., (m ., (m ., f ) ∗ 
 f ., f ., c ., c ., f )  IB′ f univalent
⇔ m ., (m ., f ) ∗ 
 f ., f ., c ., c ., f  f f mapping
⇔ m ., (m ., f ) ∗ 
 c ., c ., f ., f ., f  f Lemma 3.2.4
⇔ m ., (m ., f ) ∗ 
 c ., c ., f  f f univalent
⇔ (m ., (m ., f ) ∗ ., f 
 c ., c) ., f  f f univalent
⇔ m ., (m ., f ) ∗ ., f 
 c ., c  f ., f f mapping
⇔ m ., (m ., f ) ∗ ., f 
 c ., c  f ., f 
 c ., c ordering
⇔ m ., (m ., f ) ∗ ., f 
 c ., c  IC′ back tabulation
This is exactly the condition (∗). 
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Let us name the diagonals of the top and bottom squares:
q := m ., g = f ., n
Q := M ., G = F ., N
Now, sincem ., (m
 ., f ) ∗ ., f = m ., g ., n ., f = q ., q, the condition (∗) in Lemma 4.2.3 is equivalent to one of the conditions
stating that C cﬀ C′ qD is a tabulation for Q ., d:
q ., q
 
 c ., c = IC′
The other condition for this tabulation, cross-commutativity c
 ., q = Q ., d, follows (to choose one side) from the assumed
cross-commutativity of the back square c
 ., f = F ., b and the cross-commutativity of the right square b ., n = N ., dwhich
follows from the top gluing via Lemma 4.2.2 without use of (∗). Since these two tabulations together already produce the
diagonal tabulation via Lemma 3.2.8, the “only if” aspect of Lemma 4.2.3 could be considered as irrelevant.
However, the advantage of the formulation of the condition (∗) in Lemma 4.2.3 lies in the fact that it is stated in terms
of only m, f , and c, thanks to gluing cross-commutativity g ., n
 = (m ., f ) ∗. With that, it is easy to see that the condition
(∗) is equivalent to the following inclusion (or, equivalently, equation) in the lattice of equivalences on C′:
(m ., m
∨ f ., f) ∧ c ., c ≤ IC′
Since equivalence lattices are not necessarily distributive, we cannot derive this from the tabulation equations
m ., m
∧ c ., c = IC′ and f ., f∧ c ., c = IC′ .
Theorem 4.2.4. In the category Map C of maps over a bi-tabular collagory C, pushouts along injective maps are Van Kampen
squares.
Proof. Bi-tabularity guarantees that all pushouts inMap C are gluings and all pullbacks inMap C are tabulations.
Lemma 4.2.1 therefore shows the “only if” part of the definition of Van Kampen squares.
For the “if” part, assume a Van Kampen setup where M is injective and the top square is a gluing. Lemma 3.2.6 implies
that m is injective, too, which in turn implies difunctionality of m
 ., f and the assumption (∗) of Lemma 4.2.3, which then
shows that the front squares are tabulations, and therefore pullbacks. 
Themain result of this section is now an immediate consequence of this theorem; note that we do not need difunctional (or
transitive) closure for this:
Corollary 4.2.5. For a bi-tabular collagory C where all monos in Map C are injective in C, the mapping category Map C is
adhesive. 
(The restriction on monic mappings is necessary since there might, for example, be an object A in C for which the only
mapping with target A is IA; in that case, all mappings f : A → B would automatically be monos in Map C regardless
whether they are injective in C. Note that f (together with identities) itself forms a tabulation and a co-tabulation for f .)
This result immediately makes the rewriting concepts and results of [18], including the local Church-Rosser theorem and
the concurrency theorem, available forDPO rewriting defined via tabulations and co-tabulations in the context of collagories.
From Lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.3, we also directly obtain a characterisation of Van Kampen squares in bi-tabular collagories:
Theorem 4.2.6. A gluing square (as in Definition 4.1.1(i)) in a bi-tabular collagory is Van Kampen iff all its Van Kampen setups
(as in Definition 4.1.3) where the top square is a gluing satisfy the following:
m ., (m
 ., f ) ∗ ., f 
 c ., c  IC′ 
4.3. Further investigation of Van Kampen squares
The following properties will be useful below:
Lemma 4.3.1. In a Van Kampen setup where M ., M
 
 F ., F  IC , the following hold:
1. f ., f
 
 m ., m ., c ., c  IC′
2. c ., c
 
 m ., m ., f ., f  IC′
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Proof.
1. f ., f
 
 m ., m ., c ., c
= f ., f 
 m ., a ., M ., c left tabulation
= f ., f 
 c ., M ., M ., c left commutativity
= f ., f 
 c ., (M ., M ., c 
 c ., f ., f) modal rule
 f ., f 
 c ., (M ., M 
 c ., f ., f ., c) ., c modal rule
= f ., f 
 c ., (M ., M 
 F ., b ., b ., F) ., c back tabulation
 f ., f 
 c ., (M ., M 
 F ., F) ., c b univalent
= f ., f 
 c ., c assumption
= IC′ back tabulation
2. c ., c
 
 m ., m ., f ., f
= c ., c 
 m ., m ., (f ., f 
 m ., m ., c ., c) modal rule
= c ., c 
 m ., m (i)
= IC′ left tabulation 
Injectivity ofM makesM
 ., F difunctional and also enforces injectivity ofm and therewith difunctionality ofm ., f .
In the general case, however, we have seen above that difunctionality ofm
 ., f requires not only difunctionality ofM ., F ,
but also the front tabulation conditions.
This failure of difunctionality propagation can be understood as coming from the fact that in the difunctionality inclusion
M
 ., F ., F ., M ., M ., F  M ., F , the right-hand side passes through a “C element” that may be distinct from the three “C
elements” of the left-hand side.
This distinct “C element” gives rise to a “C′ element” that is, in the absence of the front tabulation conditions, determined
only up to c ., c

.
One way to avoid this unwanted factor is to specify that in any chain diagram documenting M ., M
 ., F ., F ., M ., M, the
fourth (i.e., last) C element needs to be one of the previous three C elements. Referring to so many elements simultaneously
in a relation-algebraic way requires direct products — we use π and ρ as the projections. The following is one formulation
of this condition:
M ., M
 ., (π
 
 F ., F ., M ., M ., ρ)  M ., M ., (π 
 (F ., F unionsq M ., M) ., ρ)
However, it is not hard to see that this is equivalent to the following, much simpler condition:
F ., F
 ., M ., M
  F ., F unionsq M ., M
This is obviously satisfied if one of M and F is injective. It can also be strengthened to an equality, since M and F are both
total. This implies symmetry:
F ., F
 ., M ., M
 = F ., F unionsq M ., M = M ., M ., F ., F
and, furthermore, difunctionality ofM
 ., F:
M
 ., F ., F
 ., M ., M
 ., F = M ., M ., M ., F ., F ., F = M ., F .
Assuming alsoM ., M
 
 F ., F  IC , we obtain f ., f ., m ., m = f ., f unionsq m ., m:
f ., f
 ., m ., m
= f ., f ., m ., m 
 c ., F ., F ., M ., M ., c
 f ., f ., m ., m 
 c ., (F ., F unionsq M ., M) ., c assumption
= f ., f ., m ., m 
 (c ., c ., f ., f unionsq c ., c ., m ., m)
= (f ., f ., m ., m 
 c ., c ., f ., f) unionsq (f ., f ., m ., m 
 c ., c ., m ., m)
 f ., f unionsq m ., m Lemma 4.3.1
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Therefore,m
 ., f is difunctional, too, and together with Lemma 4.3.1 we obtain
m ., (m
 ., f ) ∗ ., f 
 c ., c = m ., m ., f ., f 
 c ., c  IC′ .
Altogether we have shown the following:
Theorem 4.3.2. In the categoryMap C of maps over a bi-tabular collagory C, pushouts satisfying also
F ., F
 
 M ., M  IC
and
F ., F
 ., M ., M
  F ., F unionsq M ., M
are Van Kampen squares. 
Both inclusions can be strengthened to equalities, and since the second condition implies difunctionality, both together
imply that such pushouts are also pullbacks.
5. Algebraic collagory constructions
For many purposes, the unrestricted collagories of semi-unary algebras defined in Section 2.5 are “too large” — for instance,
labelled graphs are frequently considered with fixed label sets. The resulting collagory of labelled graphs will have fixed
interpretations of the label sorts, which implies that constructions like direct products and direct sums cannot be inherited
from the unrestricted collagory. For a general approach to dealing with this situation, we use reducts along signature
embeddings (Section 5.2) to restrict a collagory via a sub-collagory of its reduct image (Section 5.3), which produces a
powerful, but intuitively accessible way to construct more complex collagories.
Before we define these reducts and reduct-restricted -algebras, we show that the construction of collagories of semi-
unary algebras of Section 2.5 preserves tabulations and co-tabulations.
5.1. Tabulations and co-tabulations in collagories of semi-unary algebras
If C has tabulations (respectively, co-tabulations), the sort-indexed product category CS obviously has tabulations (respec-
tively, co-tabulations), too, and they can be calculated component-wise. Perhaps surprisingly, these can be extended to the
collagory C of bisimulations between -algebras without problems; we just need to provide definitions for the function
symbols of the “new” objects, and verify all relevant conditions:
Theorem 5.1.1. If  = (S,F, src, trg) is a semi-unary signature and C is an allegory, and B Pﬀ A Q C is a tabulation in
CS of the-bisimulation V : B → C, i.e., for each sort s : S , B Psﬀ A Qs C is a tabulation of Vs : sB → sC , then we define for
each function symbol f : s → t and each constant symbol c : 1l → t in :
fA := Ps ., f B ., Pt 
 Qs ., f C ., Qt
cA := cB ., Pt 
 cC ., Qt
Then A turns into a -algebra and P and Q are -bisimulations, too, so B Pﬀ A Q C is a tabulation in C .
Proof. We show the bisimulation conditions only for P; those for Q follow analogously:
Ps
., f B = (Ps 
 Qs ., Qs ., Ps) ., f B Qs total
= (Ps 
 Qs ., Vs ) ., f B tabulation of Vs
 Ps ., f B 
 Qs ., Vs ., f B meet-subdistributivity
 Ps ., f B 
 Qs ., f C ., Vt V bisimulation
= Ps ., f B 
 Qs ., f C ., Qt ., Pt tabulation of Vt
= (Ps ., f B ., Pt 
 Qs ., f C ., Qt ) ., Pt Pt univalent
= fA ., Pt Def. fA
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cB = cB 
 cC ., Vt V bisimulation
= cB 
 cC ., Qt ., Pt tabulation of Vt
= (cB ., Pt 
 cC ., Qt ) ., Pt Pt univalent
= cA ., Pt Def. cA
Next we show that fA and cA are univalent:
(fA) ., fA = (Pt ., (f B) ., Ps 
 Qt ., (f C) ., Qs ) ., (Ps ., f B ., Pt 
 Qs ., f C ., Qt ) Def. fA
 Pt ., (f B) ., Ps ., Ps ., f B ., Pt 
 Qt ., (f C) ., Qs ., Qs ., f C ., Qt meet subdistr.; meet def.
 Pt ., (f B) ., f B ., Pt 
 Qt ., (f C) ., f C ., Qt Ps, Qs univalent
 Pt ., Pt 
 Qt ., Qt f B , f C univalent
= ItA tabulation of Vt
(cA) ., cA = (Pt ., (cB) 
 Qt ., (cC)) ., (cB ., Pt 
 cC ., Qt ) Def. cA
 Pt ., (cB) ., cB ., Pt 
 Qt ., (cC) ., cC ., Qt ) meet subdistr.; meet def.
 Pt ., Pt 
 Qt ., Qt cB , cC univalent
= ItA tabulation of Vt
For showing totality of fA and cA, we use all of the above:
fA ., (fA) = fA ., (Pt ., (f B) ., Ps 
 Qt ., (f C) ., Qs ) Def. fA
= fA ., Pt ., (f B) ., Ps 
 fA ., Qt ., (f C) ., Qs fA univalent
	 Ps ., f B ., (f B) ., Ps 
 Qs ., f C ., (f C) ., Qs P, Q bisim.
	 Ps ., Ps 
 Qs ., Qs f B , f C total
= IsA tabulation of Vs
cA ., (cA) = cA ., (Pt ., (cB) 
 Qt ., (cC)) Def. cA
= cA ., Pt ., (cB) 
 cA ., Qt ., (cC) cA univalent
= cB ., (cB) 
 cC ., (cC) P, Q bisim.
	 I1l cB , cC total 
Theorem 5.1.2. If  = (S,F, src, trg) is a semi-unary signature and C is a collagory, and B RD Sﬀ C is a co-tabulation
in CS of the -bisimulation W : B → C, i.e., for each sort s : S , B RsD Ssﬀ C is a co-tabulation of Ws : sB → sC , then we
define for each function symbol f : s → t and each constant symbol c : 1l → t in :
fD := Rs ., f B ., Rt unionsq Ss ., f C ., St
cD := cB ., Rt unionsq cC ., St
Then D turns into a -algebra and R and S are -bisimulations, too, so B RD Sﬀ C is a co-tabulation in C .
Proof. We show the bisimulation conditions only for R; those for S follow analogously:
Rs
., fD = Rs ., (Rs ., f B ., Rt unionsq Ss ., f C ., St) Def. fD
= Rs ., Rs ., f B ., Rt unionsq Rs ., Ss ., f C ., St join distr.
= (IsB unionsq Ws ., Ws ) ., f B ., Rt unionsq Ws ., f C ., St co-tabulation ofWs
= f B ., Rt unionsq Ws ., Ws ) ., f B ., Rt unionsq Ws ., f C ., St join distr.
 f B ., Rt unionsq Ws ., f C ., Wt ., Rt unionsq Ws ., f C ., St W bisimulation
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 f B ., Rt unionsq Ws ., f C ., St co-tabulation ofWt
 f B ., Rt unionsq f B ., Wt ., St W bisimulation
 f B ., Rt co-tabulation ofWt
cD = cB ., Rt unionsq cC ., St Def. cD
= cB ., Rt unionsq cB ., Wt ., St W bisimulation
= cB ., Rt co-tabulation ofWt
Totality and univalence of cD follows immediately from cD = cB ., Rt shown above; for fD , we easily obtain totality:
fD ., (fD) = (Rs ., f B ., Rt unionsq Ss ., f C ., St) ., (Rt ., (f B) ., Rs unionsq St ., (f C) ., Ss) Def. fD
	 Rs ., f B ., Rt ., Rt ., (f B) ., Rs unionsq Ss ., f C ., St ., St ., (f C) ., Ss join distr.; join def.
	 Rs ., f B ., (f B) ., Rs unionsq Ss ., f C ., (f C) ., Ss Rt , St total
	 Rs ., Rs unionsq Ss ., Ss f B , f C total
= IsD co-tabulation ofWs
Univalence of fD:
(fD) ., fD = (Rt ., (f B) ., Rs unionsq St ., (f C) ., Ss) ., fD Def. fD
= Rt ., (f B) ., Rs ., fD unionsq St ., (f C) ., Ss ., fD join distr.
 Rt ., (f B) ., f B ., Rt unionsq St ., (f C) ., f C ., St R, S bisimul.
 Rt ., Rt unionsq St ., .,St f B , f C univalent
= ItD co-tabulation ofWt 
Corollary 5.1.3. For a semi-unary signature , if a collagory C is (co-/bi-)tabular, then the collagory C of -algebras with
-bisimulations is (co-/bi-)tabular, too.
5.2. Reducts along signature homomorphisms
While the concept of -algebra is sufficient to capture, for example, unlabelled graphs as sigGraph-algebras, categories
of labelled graphs are frequently considered as having fixed label sets, which means that only certain sub-categories of
SetsigLGraph are considered. (See Section 2.5 for the definitions of sigGraph and sigLGraph.)
We use the concept of reducts to formalise this in a general way. In the example, we consider the reduct of SetsigLGraph to
the sub-signature sigNELabels. The fixed label sets under consideration form a one-object sub-category K of SetsigNELabels,
and in order to obtain graphs labelled over these label sets, we restrict attention to objects in SetsigLGraph for which the
reduct lies in that sub-category K.
The current section introduces and studies the reduct relator. This is employed in Section 5.3 to implement the restriction
of-algebra collagories via reduct-side sub-categories. This single construction principle for generating concrete bi-tabular
collagories corresponds, as shown in Corollary 5.3.7, to several categorical constructions that are known for adhesive cate-
gories.
Definition 5.2.1. Let  = (S,F, src, trg) and R = (SR,FR, srcR, trgR) be two signatures, and let σ : R →  be a
signature homomorphism.
For any-algebraA, such a signature homomorphism σ : R →  induces aR-algebraAσ , the σ -reduct ofA, in the
following way:
• For every sort r : SR, its carrier is rAσ = (σ r)A;• for every function symbol f ∈ FR, its interpretation is fAσ = (σ f )A. 
It is easy to verify that Aσ is indeed aR-algebra.
If σ : R →  is a sub-signature embedding, then we also call Aσ theR-reduct of A and write also AR.
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Since our signatures are a special case of sketches [1, Chapters 4,7,8,10], σ is a special case of what Barr and Wells call
“model category functor”. We complete the definition and show that it is a relator:
Definition 5.2.2. For a signature homomorphism σ : R → , the σ -reduct of a CS-morphism  = (s)s:S is the
CSR -morphismσ = ((σ)r)r:SR with (σ)r := σ r for every r : SR. 
Proposition 5.2.3. For a signature homomorphism σ : R → , the σ -reduct of a -bisimulation is a R-bisimulation.
Furthermore, the reduct operation σ is an allegory relator from C to CR and therefore also a functor from Map (C) to
Map (CR ).
Proof. Bisimulation property: For any n-ary function symbol (we do not need the restriction to semi-unary signatures here)
f : r1 × · · · × rn → q in FR:
((σ)r1 × · · · × (σ)rn) ., f Bσ
= (σ r1 × · · · × σ rn ) ., (σ f )B  (σ f )A ., σ q = fAσ ., (σ)q
Preservation of identities:
IAσ = ((IsA)s∈S)σ = ((I(σ r)A)r∈SR = ((IrAσ )r∈SR = IAσ
Preservation of composition:
( ., )σ = (( ., )σ r)r∈SR = (σ r ., σ r)r∈SR
= (σ r)r∈SR ., (σ r)r∈SR = (σ) .,R (σ)
Preservation of converse:

σ = (()σ r)r∈SR = ((σ r))r∈SR = ((σ r)r∈SR ) = (σ)
Preservation of meet:
( 
 )σ = (( 
 )σ r)r∈SR = (σ r 
 σ r)r∈SR
= (σ r)r∈SR 
 (σ r)r∈SR = (σ) 
R (σ) 
Joins that are defined component-wise are preserved in the same way.
Due to the component-wise definition of _ ∗ in C and in CR , and due to the fact that a subset of the original homsets
in C is involved, we also have preservation of _ ∗:
Lemma 5.2.4. If  ∗ exists in C , then (σ) ∗ exists in CR , and (σ) ∗ =  ∗σ .
Proof.  ∗σ = (( ∗)σ r)r∈SR = ((σ r) ∗)r∈SR = ((σ r)r∈SR ) ∗ = (σ) ∗ 
Obviously, the reduct relator is in general not full if σ is not injective on sorts.
If σ is injective, we can “replace in A its reduct part along a morphism toAσ ”, which will be useful in the next section:
Theorem 5.2.5. If σ : R →  is an injective signature homomorphism, then the reduct functor σ is a fibration [1, 12.1].
Proof. If A is an object in C , R is an object in CR , and φ : R → Aσ is a morphism in CR , then we construct an object
B in C and a morphismψ : B → A as follows:
• For every s : S outside the range of σ , we let sB := sA andψs := IsA .• For every r : SR, we let (σ r)B := rR andψσ r := φr .
• For every f : F outside the range of σ , we let f B := ψsrcf ., fA ., ψtrgf .
• For every g : FR, we let (σ g)B := φsrcg ., gR ., φtrgg .
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Well-definedness is easily verified. We can now show thatψ is cartesian for φ and A:
Z
C

v




















!w
A ψ ﬀ B
σ

σ

σ

σ

σ

Aσ φﬀ R
CR















vσ




h
Zσ
If v : Z → A in C and h : Zσ → R such that h ., φ = vσ , then w : Z → B defined by
• for every s : S outside the range of σ , let ws := vs,• for every r : SR, let wσ r := hr ,
obviously satisfies w ., ψ = v and wσ = h, and obviously is the unique such arrow. 
5.3. Reduct-restricted -algebra collagories
In the following, let σ : R →  be an arbitrary but fixed signature homomorphism, and K a sub-category of CR . We will
further assume that K is contained in the image of σ — this restriction is not essential, but frequently allows more concise
formulations.
Definition 5.3.1. The σ,K-restriction of C contains exactly those objects and morphisms for which the image under σ is
in K.
We denote this restriction as Cσ |K . 
Because relators preserve identities and composition, and K is a category, the restriction Cσ |K is a category again.
The technical importance of the assumption on K is that it provides surjectivity on homsets for the reduct relator:
Proposition 5.3.2. If K is contained in the image of σ , then the restriction of σ to Cσ |K is a full relator. 
If σ is a sub-signature embedding, we also write C|K instead of Cσ |K . If, in addition, the restriction category K contains
only one object L and its identity, we also write C|L .
This latter case covers in particular the situation whereR contains only label sorts and L fixes the label interpretations,
producing, for example, a category of labelled graphs with fixed label sets.
Note that every one-object-one-morphism category has all limits and colimits and is not only an allegory, but even a
(trivial) relation algebra, and also a difunctionally-closed bi-tabular collagory. This therefore provides an important special
case for many of the properties in the remainder of this paper.
Proposition 5.3.3. If K is a sub-allegory of CR , then Cσ |K is an allegory.
Proof. Assume thatσ andσ are inK. SinceK is closed under converse andmeets,σ = (σ) and (
)σ =
(σ) 
 (σ) are in K, too.
Therefore, Cσ |K is closed under converse and meets, too, and therefore is a sub-allegory of C . 
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Theorem 5.3.4. For semi-unary , if K is a sub-collagory of CR , then Cσ |K is a collagory. Furthermore, if C is difunctionally
closed and K is closed under _ ∗ of CR , then Cσ |K is difunctionally closed, too.
Proof. Assume that σ and σ are in K. With Lemma 2.5.5 and since K is closed under joins, the join ( unionsq )σ =
(σ) unionsqR (σ) is in K, too.
So Cσ |K is closed under joins, too, and therefore is a sub-collagory of C .
If C is difunctionally closed, then C and CR are difunctionally closed by Theorem 2.5.7, and for any morphism  in
Cσ |K , that is, is a morphism in C withσ ∈ K, Lemma 5.2.4 gives us ∗σ = (σ) ∗, which is in K, too, if K is closed
under _ ∗ of CR , so that ∗ will be in Cσ |K , too. 
This preservation of join and _ ∗ works in particular in the case where K is a one-object-one-morphism category, since
in that case, non-empty joins and _ ∗ in K are still inherited (trivially) from CR .
Empty joins, i.e., least morphisms, however, are generally not inherited in the one-object-one-morphism category, since
identity morphisms are rarely least morphisms in CR . Therefore the zero law does in general not hold in Cσ |K . A simple
example for this arises in Set
sigPointed|{}˙ , i.e., the allegory of relational homomorphisms between pointed sets: The presence
of the point induces exactly the same counterexamples as the presence of a zero-ary function symbol, for example, if
OA = {0, 1}, and the point (respectively, the value of the constant) inA is 1, then⊥OA,OA = {(1, 1)} is a non-trivial closure
of the non-inherited least element of K, and with R := {(0, 1), (1, 1)} we have R ., ⊥ = R = ⊥ .
Since the reduct relator σ distributes over all relevant operations, it also preserves tabulations and co-tabulations, i.e.,
• If the span B Pﬀ A Q C is a tabulation for V : B → C in C , then the spanBσ Pσﬀ Aσ Qσ Cσ is a tabulation
for (Vσ) : Bσ → Cσ in CR .
• If the co-span B RD Sﬀ C is a co-tabulation for the difunctional morphism W : B → C in C , then the co-span
Bσ RσDσ Sσﬀ Cσ is a co-tabulation for (Wσ) : Bσ → Cσ in CR .
Theorem 5.3.5. For semi-unary , if σ : R →  is injective, K is a sub-collagory of CR , the morphism V : B → C has a
tabulation B Pﬀ A Q C in C , and Vσ has a tabulation Bσ P0ﬀ A0 Q0 Cσ in K, then V also has a tabulation in Cσ |K .
Proof. Since tabulations in CR are unique up to isomorphism, there must be an isomorphism φ : A0 → Aσ . According
to Theorem 5.2.5, we obtain a cartesian morphism ψ : A1 → A for φ and A, and since this is also an isomorphism,
B ψ
.,Pﬀ A1 ψ
.,Q C is a tabulation for V in Cσ |K . 
The corresponding statement for co-tabulations is shown in the same way, so we obtain as result:
Theorem 5.3.6. For semi-unary  and an injective signature homomorphism σ : R → , if C is a bi-tabular collagory and if
K is a bi-tabular sub-collagory of CR , then Cσ |K is a bi-tabular collagory, too. 
This includes all the systematically constructed examples for adhesive categories that are providedby Lack and Sobocin´ski
[18], in particular the following uses of a one-object-one-morphism collagory K:
Corollary 5.3.7. If C is a bi-tabular collagory, then the following are bi-tabular collagories, too:
• CsigPointed|C for any object C (conflating C in C with the sigPoint-algebra that assigns C to the sort P) — this is equivalent to
the co-slice category C/C,
• CsigTyped|C for any object — this is equivalent to the slice category C/C,
• node- and edge-labelled graphs considered as sigLGraph-algebras with fixed node and edge label sets. 
6. Conclusion
Wehave streamlined the axiomatic basis of the relation-algebraic approach to graph structure transformation by introducing
collagories, which, in comparison to earlier approaches, remove consideration of the zero-law. We also showed that we do
not require the assumption that difunctional closure can always be obtained via the Kleene star. The careful treatment of _ ∗
as a partial operator and the definition of co-tabulations only for difunctional morphisms allowed us to obtain many results
without assuming definedness of _ ∗ or Kleene star.
We showed that the concepts of tabulation and co-tabulation, which are essential for the relation-algebraic rewriting
approach, can be formalised in collagories, and that the category ofmappings in a bi-tabular collagory forms an adhesive cate-
gory, thus establishing a powerful connection to the categorical approach to graph structure transformation. In particular, we
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established that the co-tabulation characterisation of pushouts, which essentially goes back to [16], has a precise categorical
counterpart in bipushouts, and, even more closely, in lax colimits of difunctional morphisms in a collagory context.
As shown in Section 5, important examples of adhesive categories can also be obtained as special cases of just two
powerful collagory constructions, namely using bisimulations between (abstract) semi-unary algebras and restricting to a
sub-collagory of a reduct. These two constructions have been kept close-in-spirit to the view of graph structures as algebras
that underlies the algebraic approach to graph transformation, and should therefore be an intuitively accessible source of
interesting collagory constructions.
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